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BH Planning Commission
approves new office building
n Rooftop OK’d for Wilshire space, limitations apply
By cameron kiszla
On July 23, the Beverly Hills
Planning Commission unanimously approved a three-story office
building for Wilshire Boulevard.
The project will not require City
Council approval.
The project, which will be located at 8633 Wilshire Blvd., is being
developed by Goggles 8633 LLC,

though
in
the
Planning
Commission meeting, three executives from Beverly Hills-based real
estate investment firm Lucent
Capital and Hamad Gabbay of
Gabbay Architects represented the
project’s owners.
The building will be three stories
or 45 feet tall, though with the outSee Office page 25

rendering by Gabbay Architects/courtesy of the city of Beverly Hills

A planned three-story building on Wilshire Boulevard will primarily house
office tenants.
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Girl shot and killed at street takeover
n Arrest made after

shots fired during fight
near Hollywood and
Highland
By edwin folven
A 33-year-old man from El
Paso, Texas, has been arrested and
charged for the murder of a
teenage girl who police said was
an innocent victim shot and killed
on July 26 at a street takeover in
Hollywood.
The 17-year-old victim from
Huntington Park identified by the
Los Angeles County Office of
Medical Examiner-Coroner as
Alejandra Estrada, was standing
on a sidewalk at Hollywood
Boulevard and Highland Avenue
watching the street takeover when
she was struck by gunfire. Police
believe the suspect fired shots during a fight and accidentally struck
the victim. A man in the crowd
was also struck by the gunfire and
injured, police said.
Videos posted on social media
show vehicles driving in circles
with tires burning rubber in the
intersection and a fight breaking
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Police are concerned about street takeovers and the violence that can
occur, as it did at a street takeover at Hollywood and Highland.

out in the crowd of spectators.
Gunshots can be heard on one of
the videos.
Detective Tyler Adams of the
Los Angeles Police Department’s
West Bureau Homicide Unit said
it was the first homicide he knew
of related to a street takeover,
which involves people blocking
intersections and drivers in highperformance sports cars spinning

their tires and driving in circles.
Known as “drifting,” the vehicular
stunt was made popular in the
“Fast & Furious” films.
Adams said the LAPD received
a 911 call about the street
takeover at Hollywood Boulevard
and Highland Avenue shortly
after midnight on July 26. When
See Teenager page 25

Black Women Lead highlights the power of voting Citing lack of distancing,
n City Council candidate

masks, WeHo closes parks

addresses policing,
homelessness and
Time’s Up movement

n Dog parks and

tennis courts remain
open for now

By jose herrera
Politics can be a touchy conversation subject, but Shannon
Morton, founder of Black Women
Lead, a nonprofit dedicated to
uplifting the voices of Black people, wants to remind everyone who
will lend an ear that “politics is personal.”
On July 18, Black Women Lead
presented Politics in the Park at Pan
Pacific Park, its first community
event series featuring politicians up
close. The purpose of the series is to
make leaders available to constituents and have an open dialogue
about their goals, policies and who
they are, Morton said.
“When I started this organization,
I did it with the commitment to
inform people,” Morton said. “The
most radical protest that we can do
is vote. Local elections matter and
not just the big elections like the
Nov. 3 presidential election.”
Raman, who is running against
incumbent David Ryu in the race
for Los Angeles City Council’s 4th

By jose herrera
The city of West Hollywood
closed its largest parks, West
Hollywood Park and Plummer
Park, on July 23 following
numerous reports by city staff
and West Hollywood sheriff’s

deputies about people not wearing masks and not complying
with rules adopted to curb the
spread of COVID-19.
“At this point in time, there’s
no specific timeline to reopen
West Hollywood Park and
Plummer Park. We are monitoring L.A. County Public Health
data and we’re working to ensure
compliance with face coverings
See Park page 26

photo by Franklin East/courtesy of Black Women Lead

Nithya Raman, who is running for Los Angeles City Council District 4,
spoke with Shannon Morton, founder of Black Women Lead, during
Politics in the Park on July 18.

District in November, was Black
Women Lead’s first guest. Raman
was interviewed by Morton about
her position on issues regarding
homelessness, the Time’s Up
movement and policing.
Ryu was invited to be a guest
speaker on July 24, but was unable
to attend due to illness, said Julia
Duncan, a campaign spokesperson
for Ryu. The councilman had previously collaborated with Black

artists and Black Women Lead on a
148-foot-long Black Lives Matter
mural that was unveiled on July 8,
Duncan added.
As part of Black Women Lead’s
efforts to amplify Black voices, the
organization also builds relationships with other nonprofits to collect donated food, money and
essential items.
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See Politics page 26

All West Hollywood city parks were first closed by emergency executive
order on April 9 but reopened in June.
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Ryu seeks paid leave for workers
who test positive for COVID-19
Los Angeles City Councilman
David Ryu, 4th District, introduced a motion on July 29 to provide two weeks of pay to
Angelenos who test positive for
COVID-19 and commit to quarantine.
The $25-million wage replacement program would be available
to residents regardless of immigration status, housing status or criminal record. Ryu said it will encourage people to be tested for
COVID-19.
“The only way out of this crisis
is through increased testing and
staying home if you’re sick,” Ryu
said. “But you can’t do that if you
can’t afford to lose a paycheck or
you can’t receive federal aid. Too
many Angelenos are being forced
into an impossible choice. If we
want to bend the curve, we need to
make it possible for everyone to
stay home when they’re sick – no
matter their income or immigration status.”
To receive aid, individuals
would have to agree to self-isolate
and provide information to contact
tracers that is critical to slowing
the spread of the novel coronavirus.
Data shows immigrants and

“The only way out
of this crisis is
through increased
testing and
staying home if
you’re sick.”
-Councilman David Ryu,
4th District
people in communities of color
and low-income communities are
more likely to become infected
with COVID-19 and suffer from
more adverse effects and a higher
mortality rate. They are also more
likely to work in essential jobs that
cannot be done from home and
interface regularly with the public.
The $2.2 trillion federal CARES
Act, signed into law in March,
excludes undocumented immigrants from receiving aid. Ryu also
introduced a resolution on July 29
urging Congress to extend the
CARES Act’s $600 per week
emergency unemployment benefit.
For
information,
visit
davidryu.lacity.org.

Pair of protests in Beverly Hills
illustrate divergent viewpoints
Two notable protests affected
Beverly Hills last week.
On July 23, a few hundred supporters of the Black Future Project
returned to city streets for another
protest, this time marching on
Santa Monica Boulevard, said
Max Subin, public information
officer for the Beverly Hills Police
Department.
“They stopped traffic and they
sat down and prevented traffic
from flowing on Santa Monica
Boulevard,” Subin said.
The protest lasted for several
hours during the night before
police declared an unlawful
assembly, Subin said, and 36 people were arrested for violating the
unlawful assembly order. Subin
added that five people will additionally face other charges, including battery of a peace officer, providing false identification to an
officer and resisting arrest.
“They were only arrested after
the unlawful assembly was
declared,” Subin said.
In a YouTube video of the
protest, many of the protesters can
be seen wearing masks, though
there were some protesters without
masks.
Another protest in the afternoon
of July 25 encountered police, but
did not result in any arrests.
The crowd of approximately 75
supporters of President Donald
Trump, some of whom were not
wearing masks, gathered at
Beverly Gardens Park and
marched to Mayor Lester
Friedman’s house, where they confronted the mask-clad mayor – and
several mask-wearing BHPD officers – about coronavirus-related
closures and other topics. In a
YouTube video uploaded by a protester, those in attendance also
called COVID-19 a “plandemic
scamdemic.”

“[Friedman] was answering
questions. The crowd was focused
on issues from education, face
masks, reopening the state and
business rights. They were a
peaceful crowd,” Subin said.
No one at either protest was
ticketed for failure to wear a mask
or socially distance, Subin said.
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CALENDAR
Japanese art
Learn about Japanese art and culture
during a virtual presentation on
Japanese deities
titled “Wisdom
Kings”
on
Thursday, July
30, at 7 p.m. The
digital lecture
series is presented by the Japan
Foundation Los
Angeles and led by Michael
VanHartingsveldt (pictured), a former
research scholar of Japanese art at the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art.
The program offers an introduction to
the categories of Buddhist deities. It
will be followed by two additional
programs on Aug. 13 and 27.
jflalc.org/ac-lecture63.

Discussion on
Black film
Black Hollywood Education and
Resource Center presents “A Candid
Conversation Between Gina PrinceBythewood and Kasi Lemmons” on
Friday, July 31, from 5 to 6 p.m. The
discussion is part of the Black Carpet
Speaker Series. Prince-Bythewood is
an actress known for appearances in
“The Old Guard” and “Love &
Basketball.” Lemmons has directed
the films “Harriet” and “Eve’s
Bayou.” The conversation will focus
on groundbreaking Black directors,
the urgency of telling the stories of
Black women, and disrupting the status quo. Participation is free.
bherc.org.

‘What’s Going On?’
play festival
Company of Angels is holding
“What’s Going On? A Virtual Play
Festival” on Saturdays, Aug. 1 and 8,

at 8 p.m. live on YouTube. Inspired
by Marvin Gaye’s 1971 hit song, the
five-minute plays are set during the
recent uprising in Los Angeles and
around the world after the death of
George Floyd at the hands of police
in Minneapolis. The festival features
15 new short plays by Los Angelesbased playwrights that explores what
happens when civil unrest is added to
a society already affected by pandemic, quarantine and social media.
Viewing
is
free.
companyofangels.org.

Echo Theater
Company
Enjoy a live streamed staging of
“breakfast lunch
dinner” by the
Echo Theater
Company
on
Monday, Aug. 3.
at 7:30 p.m.
Kira
Obolensky’s
play
chronicles a 21year span in the lives of a middleclass Midwestern family and the
changes that occur over time. It stars
Samantha
Cavestani,
Brian
Henderson, Megan Ketch (pictured)
and Carol Locatell. Viewing is free.
echotheatercompany.com.

‘Lessons for
Leadership’
Jewish Free Loan’s Business
Collaborative is hosting a professional mixer for business owners titled
“Lessons for Leadership” on
Wednesday, Aug. 5, from noon to 1
p.m. Entrepreneur and philanthropist
Charles Anderson will help participants assess where they are, reflect on
past decisions and think about a more
strategic path forward. Viewing is
free. bit.ly/3hHOplv.

Art of Kendell
Carter
Join an online conversation on art
with artist Kendell Carter (pictured),
Thomas Lavin and Edward Cella on
Wednesday, Aug. 5, from 1 to 3 p.m.
Hosted by Edward Cella Art & architecture, the discussion
will
focus on artists
Carter’s distinctive practice and
the role of love
in contemporary
art and culture.
Presented
in
conjunction with the solo exhibition
“Kendell Cater: Excerpts from the
Book of Love,” the conversation will
investigate the artist’s enduring commitment to pursue love as a radical
catalyst of transformation and
change. edwardcella.com.

Holocaust film
The Los Angeles Museum of the
Holocaust will host a discussion of
the film “The Garden of FinziContinis” on Thursday, Aug. 6 at 5
p.m. The virtual event is part of the
Teicholz Holocaust Remembrance
Film series. The film is based on the
classic 1962 novel by Giorgio
Bassaniis and tells the story of the
Finzi-Continis, a wealthy Jewish
aristocratic family facing rising fascism in 1930s
Italy. Participants
are asked to
watch the film
before and register to receive a
link to the live
discussion
on
Aug. 6. Nancy
Harrowitz, of Boston University,
will discuss the film with journalist
and
author
Tom
Teicholz.
lamoth.org.
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Giving back in a time of need
n New Rotary president

looks to impact Beverly
Hills, amplify new voices
By cameron kiszla
On July 1, Sharona R. Nazarian
took over as president of the Rotary
Club of Beverly Hills during what
is surely one of the strangest periods in the nearly 100-year-old
club’s history. But the 12-year
Rotarian is undaunted, and she’s
ready to lead the Beverly Hills
Rotarians as they work to put into
action a motto of Rotary
International, “Service Above
Self.”
“I love a good challenge, and I
Iove my club, and I love my community. I’m confident we’ll get
through these difficult times together, and I know our club is eager to
put ‘Service Above Self.’ They’re
generous and they’re excited to
make a change,” Nazarian said.
Jim Jahant, a former president of
the club, said just as Nazarian is
excited about the members, he and
other Rotarians are excited to have
her as a leader for the next year, and
he thinks she’ll do “an excellent
job.”
“You want to recruit new members, but you want to keep your
existing members, too, by keeping
them active and seeing what the
club is doing. I think that’s one of
her strengths, keeping everyone
involved,” Jahant said.
Rotarian Lillian Raffel added that
the club is “very lucky to have
Sharona as president.”
“She’s so smart and enthusiastic

and full of ideas and she’s a motivator, which is very important,”
Raffel said.
The coronavirus pandemic has
prevented some of the club’s in-person work, such as working with
orphans in Tijuana, assisting children in developing nations with
cleft-palate repair or digging wells
in areas where people must walk
for miles just to get water.
However, Nazarian said there’s an
opportunity to help youth, veterans,
the elderly and people who have
been displaced from their homes.
“I feel like they’re the most atrisk and vulnerable members of our
society, and I feel that’s where we
can help the most. Additionally,
with COVID happening, we’re
focusing on food pantries where we
can be of immediate assistance to
those organizations,” Nazarian
said.
The club’s charitable foundation
has donated to the Los Angeles
Regional Food Bank, Project Angel
Food, the Midnight Mission and
others that assist with food insecurity, and the Rotary Club has also
worked on providing supplies that
are unique to the pandemic. Many
members can be spotted donating
hand sanitizer and masks branded
with the Rotary Club of Beverly
Hills logo to local living facilities
for older adults, especially those
serving people who are lowincome.
“I think at a time like this, [older
adults] need to know that somebody is thinking about them and
may be able to get them meals, or
that we’re delivering masks,”
Jahant said.
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The Rotary Club is also spearheading or assisting with a pair of
programs that purchase food from
local restaurants to donate to others.
Meal to Heal, founded by Beverly
Hills resident Laura Margo, donates
the purchased meals to local health
care workers, and Feeding the Soul,
a Rotary Club program, connected
Beverly Hills Unified School
District students and their families
with a hot meal twice a week over
the summer, when students aren’t
provided food at school.
“Everybody is so philanthropic
and they care so deeply,” Nazarian
said. “[The Rotary Club of Beverly
Hills] is a place where neighbors,
friends and problem solvers join
together to share ideas and bring
about lasting change.”
Nazarian also wants to use her
position as president to create
roundtables that discuss important
issues to those who might be affected in unique or specialized ways by
the pandemic, such as those
involved in the real estate market.
Nazarian also started a Women’s
Roundtable.
“I wanted their voice to be heard,
because many, many years ago,
women weren’t even allowed in
Rotary. Now, we’ve developed the
Women’s Roundtable community to
discuss issues relevant to women
and identify ways we can make the
most impact and bring about positive change,” Nazarian said.
Raffel serves as chair of the
Women’s Roundtable, and she
noted that even though women have
been allowed to be Rotarians for
more than 30 years, the club is still
heavily male. By her count, only 48
of the Beverly Hills club’s 157
members are women.
Raffel said some issues are spe-

photo courtesy of Sharona R. Nazarian

Sharona R. Nazarian will serve a one-year term as president of the
Rotary Club of Beverly Hills.

cific to women in politics and in the
workplace, and the Women’s
Roundtable includes former City
Council and school board members, attorneys, nurses, “a whole
variety of people who are very
bright, very intelligent women.”
Outside of issues like discrimination, harassment and the way
women have to juggle their careers
and roles as mothers, women can
often face unique health issues,
Raffel said. For instance, after
Raffel’s daughter gave birth, she
developed heart problems.
“One of the reasons why I feel
women and heart issues are important is because women are traditionally, for lack of a better way to
say it, not believed when they’re
having a heart issue. People have to

be educated that women’s symptoms for heart disease are sometimes different than men’s. Women
don’t think that they’re having a
heart attack, but they are, and
they’re ignored, and we need to do
something about that,” Raffel said.
The Rotary Club of Beverly Hills
was founded in 1924, and in the
lead-up to the club’s 100-year celebration, Nazarian wants to use her
term to build unity in the club and
“work for a greater cause together.”
“As our centennial approaches,
I’d like to celebrate our deep heritage so that we can stay connected,
current, relevant and strong in the
years to come by celebrating our
roots and the importance of the
work the Rotary has done,”
Nazarian said.
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Brush fire quickly contained Sex offender faces new charges for alleged rape
in Hollywood Hills
By edwin folven

Investigators are seeking additional victims of a convicted sex offender who allegedly kidnapped and
raped a female victim in Hollywood
overnight between Friday, July 17,
and Saturday, July 18.
The suspect, Joaquin Armando
Rivas, 51, was taken into custody
in the 600 block of North Serrano
Avenue on July 18 and is being
held on $10 million bail.
Police are releasing very few
details about the case because it
involves an alleged rape. The suspect allegedly saw the victim at
approximately 8:30 p.m. on Sunset
Boulevard, stopped and offered her
a ride, said Detective Asia Hodge,
with the Los Angeles Police

photo by Cameron Kiszla

Firefighters rapidly extinguished a small brush fire that erupted on
a hillside north of Los Feliz Boulevard on July 26. The fire was reported at approximately 5:15 p.m. northeast of the 2300 block of North
Hobart Boulevard, between a residential neighborhood in the Los
Feliz District and the Griffith Observatory. Los Angeles Fire
Department personnel responded and found flames burning on a halfacre of light brush. The fire was extinguished in 28 minutes and no
structures were damaged. LAFD crews remained at the scene into the
night to prevent flare-ups. The cause remains under investigation.

Settlement reached over fake
COVID-19 treatment claims
Los Angeles City Attorney Mike
Feuer recently announced that his
office has resolved a case against
LA-based Insan Healing and CEO
Angela Oh for allegedly advertising
and selling radish paste as “a musthave product for the protection and
prevention of the COVID-19.” The
settlement, pending court approval,
requires Insan to provide full restitution to customers who bought the
product and pay a $20,000 civil
penalty. The settlement also prohibits Insan from advertising or
selling the product as a protection
or treatment for COVID19.
“Since the pandemic started,
we’ve been taking aggressive
action against those whom we
allege spread false information and
seek to capitalize on consumer
fears,” Feuer said. “Consumers
who are misled into believing in a
false COVID-19 prevention or cure
might forego the steps we all need
to take, from wearing masks to
washing hands to physically dis-

tancing. In this pandemic, our residents’ lives depend on accurate
information.”
The defendants in the case were
Koreatown-based KNATURE CO.,
which is doing business as Insan
Healing, and Oh. the city attorney’s
complaint alleged the defendants
falsely advertised and sold a radish
paste product claiming it was capable of protecting against and preventing COVID-19. Immediately
after the lawsuit was filed, the
defendants removed the advertising
and agreed to an injunction prohibiting them from making those
claims.
Pursuant to the parties’ settlement
of the case, eligible customers who
purchased the radish paste between
March 17 and May 14 will receive
full refunds.
Consumers are encouraged to
report alleged COVID-related
scams and price-gouging to the Los
Angeles City Attorney’s Office by
visiting lacityattorney.org/covid19.

Former rehab owner sentenced
The founder of a Los Angeles
based drug and alcohol treatment
facility was sentenced on July 14 to
more than 50 years in state prison
for sexually assaulting seven
women over a two-year period, the
Los Angeles County District
Attorney’s Office announced.
Christopher Bathum, 58, was sentenced to 52 years and eight months
in prison and ordered to be registered as a sex offender for life. In
February 2018, jurors found
Bathum guilty of 31 counts, including forcible rape, sexual penetration
by a foreign object, forcible oral
copulation and sexual exploitation.
Bathum owned and operated
Community Recovery of Los
Angeles and other entities in
Southern California and Colorado.
The company formerly operated an
office at 6708 Melrose Ave. in

Hollywood.
Evidence presented at trial
showed that between 2014 and
2016, Bathum preyed upon female
patients by providing them drugs as
they battled to overcome addiction.
He then sexually assaulted them
while they were under the influence,
Deputy District Attorney Reinhold
Mueller said. The victims were in
their 20s to early 30s. Multiple sexual assaults occurred at facilities
Bathum operated, although details
were not provided about specific
instances and locations.
Bathum also was sentenced to 20
years in prison for operating a $175million fraudulent healthcare billing
scheme. In January, he pleaded no
contest to seven counts of grand
theft, five counts of insurance fraud
and one count each of identity theft
and money laundering.

Department’s Operations West
Bureau, Special Assault Section.
The victim willingly accepted the
ride, Hodge said, but allegedly was
rendered unconscious and awoke
the next morning at an undisclosed
location. She left and called police,
Hodge said.
The detective would not confirm
whether Rivas lived on Serrano
Avenue, but said he was arrested
when a search warrant was served
at a residence at that location.
Hodge said police are also investigating another location nearby that
may be related to the crime.
Rivas has a previous conviction
in 2006 for sexual penetration with
a foreign object by force or fear and
was released from custody in 2009,
according the Megan’s Law web-

site, which provides information on
registered sex offenders. His
address is listed on the website as
being in Chatsworth.
Hodge believes Rivas was targeting victims and asked anyone with
further information to come forward.
“He is a registered sex offender.
At this point we believe he lured
[the] victim and possibly other victims,” Hodge added. “Based on the
facts and information we know, we
are probably dealing with a person
who is a sexual predator.”
Court proceedings in the case are
pending. Anyone with information
is urged to call (213)473-0440.
During weekends and off-hours,
call the LAPD’s hotline at
(877)LAPD247.

Charges refiled against former county assessor
The Los Angeles District
Attorney’s Office has refiled 78
felony charges against former Los
Angeles County Assessor John
Noguez, his former chief appraiser
Mark McNeil and Arizona tax consultant Ramin Salari alleging they
engaged in a public corruption
scheme in which Noguez was
bribed in return for favorable property assessments and unprecedented
access to high-level executives.
The refiled case replaces a case
filed in 2012 but dismissed on July
27 in compliance with an appellate
court decision based on a procedural delay. Noguez, 55, whose real

name is Juan Renaldo Rodriguez;
McNeil, 62; and Salari, 57, each
face one count of conspiracy to
commit grand theft and 14 counts of
misappropriation of public funds
and grand theft. Noguez served as
county assessor from 2010-14.
Noguez faces an additional three
counts of accepting a bribe, two
counts each of embezzlement by a
public or private officer and perjury
by declaration, and one count of
public records violation. Salari also
faces seven counts of grand theft,
nine counts of embezzlement by a
public or private officer and 23
counts of bribing an executive offi-

cer. Additionally, Noguez and Salari
are charged with two counts of
grand theft.
The defendants pleaded not
guilty to the charges on July 27 and
are scheduled to return on Aug. 12
in Department 30 of the Foltz
Criminal Justice Center. The
alleged crimes allegedly occurred
from 1999 to 2011 and resulted in
the loss of more than $10 million
for the county of Los Angeles.
If convicted as charged, Noguez
faces a possible maximum sentence
of 36 years in state prison. Salari
faces 59 years in prison and McNeil
faces 22 years in state prison.
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Seismic studies shake up plans for Hollywood towers
n Developer of

Hollywood Center
project disputes new
fault findings
By edwin folven
Opponents of the Hollywood
Center project, a mixed-use development planned on the area around
the Capitol Records Building in
Hollywood, are citing new state
reports on potential earthquake
faults running underneath the property as more reasons the project
should not be built.
The Hollywood Center project is
a 4.5-acre, mixed-use community
planned just north of Hollywood
Boulevard, on both sides of Vine
Street. The area is currently parking
lots surrounding and across the
street from the Capitol Records
Building, which will be preserved.
The project was proposed by MP
Los Angeles, by the same developer
who previously proposed the
Millennium Hollywood project at
the site.
Plans call for two buildings – one
35 stories and the other 46 stories –
along with two 11-story mid-rise
buildings. The project will include
1,005 residential units, of which
872 will be market-rate units and
133 will be for very-low and
extremely-low income seniors.
According to a project description on the Los Angeles City
Planning Department’s website, an
option exists for the developer to
alter plans for the site and include a
220-room hotel, which would result
in a lower number of market-rate
apartments – 768 units. That option
also includes an additional 116
affordable units for seniors.
The Hollywood Center project is
currently being analyzed by the
planning department, which is
preparing the final environmental
impact report with plans to release
it later next month. After the EIR is
released, the public will have additional opportunities to provide input
before the project goes to the Los
Angeles City Council for consideration.
The City Council approved the
former Millennium Hollywood
project in 2013, but a judge later
blocked the development in 2015
after community groups filed a
lawsuit and a judge ruled the project’s impacts on the surrounding
area were not adequately
addressed. The judge ruled that
impacts traffic caused by the project would have an adverse effect
on the surrounding community.
The developer went back to the
drawing board and created the
Hollywood Center project.
The California Geological
Survey and U.S. Geological
Survey, government agencies that
analyze geological conditions,
released new reports in July and
April, respectively, indicating there
are faults likely running through the
property. The CGS had previously
conducted a study in 2014 indicating faults were present but their
exact locations were not determined. The recent studies used
more advanced technology and
came to the same conclusion that
three faults likely exist under the
property. The CGS survey further
indicated that three smaller faults
that are offshoots of the main faults
exist just east of the site along
Argyle Avenue.
The USGS and CGS does not
make decisions regarding building
projects, and instead provides infor-

mation to help city planners and
government leaders make informed
decisions about potential dangers
that exist at different sites. MP
Hollywood has conducted independent seismic studies that indicated
there is no danger from active faults
at the site.
Attorney Robert P. Silverstein,
who represented many community
groups that came together under
stopthemillenniumhollywood.com,
filed the previous lawsuit that
blocked the Millennium Hollywood
project. He is leading opposition to
the Hollywood Center project and
said the new seismic studies are
proof that the proposed project
would be dangerous.
“Now, we have two independent
agencies,
the
California
Geological Survey with its report
[in July] and the U.S. Geological
Survey with its report two months
ago, that say the seismic studies
prepared for the Millennium developer and sold to the public and city
officials as gospel, paint a completely false picture of the dangers
of building two high-rises on this
property,” Silverstein said in a
statement. “These independent
government studies are bombshells
that totally destroy the developer’s
new project and the narrative that
there’s only one, inactive fault on
its property.”
MP Hollywood’s independent
seismic studies by private geologists determined that a fault in the
area was inactive and posed no
threat. Philip Aarons, founder of
MP Los Angeles, disputed the findings of the two new studies.
“The state of California has
developed highly stringent protocols for investigating earthquake
faults through the Alquist-Priolo
Act. It is the state’s responsibility to
identify and map potential fault
zones, and local government’s duty
to closely examine each development proposal in those zones for
active faults to determine whether a
site is safe to build on,” Aarons said
in a statement. “In regard to
Hollywood Center, that protocol
has been strictly adhered to time
and again, notwithstanding what
appears to be a continued attempt
by the California Geological
Survey to undermine this wellestablished legal process. A new
geology and soils study was prepared for the draft environmental
impact report, published earlier this
year. That study, which was
approved by the city’s Department
of Building and Safety, concluded
that there is no active faulting
beneath the project site and therefore the site is safe to build on
according to state and city requirements.”
Aarons continued that CGS
officials were present when the
developer’s independent seismic
studies were conducted and
reviewed the extensive trenching
used to determine findings. The
independent studies were more
extensive than the government
studies, he added.
“We have asked our geological
consultants to review the CGS letter,” Aarons said. “The Hollywood
Center project site has been the subject of the most extensive geotechnical testing of any property in
Hollywood. From 2012 to 2019,
seven fault investigations were performed. In each and every case,
those studies have come to the conclusion that there is no active fault
on the project site. We will continue
to work diligently with the city to
review any and all data with the
goal of assuring the construction of

the most seismically safe structure
in the history of Los Angeles.”
Los Angeles City Councilman
Mitch O’Farrell, 13th District, has
not made a decision on the development.
“The California Geological
Survey [information] is concerning,” O’Farrell said. “The issues
raised in the letter will need to be
directly addressed before any project can be safely built at this site.”
Information
about
the
Hollywood Center Project project
is available for public review by
visiting planning.lacity.org/development-services/eir/hollywoodcenter-project-1.

rendering courtesy of Handel Architects

The Hollywood Center project wants to build towers on both sides of Vine
Street near the Capitol Records building.
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WeHo to consider amending smoking rules
By jose herrera
In its upcoming City Council
meeting on Aug. 3, the city of West
Hollywood will consider amending
its smoking ordinance to prohibit
smoking in enclosed common
areas, new units within family
dwellings, parks and within 5 feet
of any parklet.
The amendments are targeting
individuals who smoke tobacco,
but it would also expand the ordinance to include electronic smoking devices and the smoking of
cannabis. Under the ordinance, the
city would also create a registration
program that would require designation of units with a smoking status to gradually transition to nonsmoking units.
Councilman John Duran, who
was given the staff report ahead of
the City Council meeting, said he
does not support changing the definition of smoking to include
cannabis use.
“I completely agree that we
should prohibit smoking in common areas and parks,” Duran said.
“But when you close your door,
you should be able to enjoy your
own piece of West Hollywood
heaven. No one should be allowed
to tell you what to do, especially the
government.”
West Hollywood has considered
the impact of tobacco and smoking
on the community-at-large and prohibited the smoking of tobacco in
outdoor dining and public service
areas, and other public places, in
2011. The city also adopted a
Tobacco Retailer Ordinance in
2016 aimed at reducing access to
tobacco by minors.
Despite the previous efforts, the
city has received poor grades related to smoking in the 2020 State of
Tobacco Control Report, published
by the American Lung Association.
According to a 2019 Multi-Unit
Housing Public Opinion Survey
performed in West Hollywood by
the
Tobacco
Control
and
Prevention Program of the Los
Angeles County Department of
Public Health, 45% of West
Hollywood residents reported secondhand smoke drifting into their
homes while living in multi-unit
housing.
Of those surveyed, 23% said they
live with a child or senior and 25%
live with someone with a medical
condition. Since 2012, a total of
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For years, the city of West Hollywood has received numerous complaints
from renters throughout the city about smoking and the health dangers
associated with second-hand smoke.

168 smoking complaints have been
filed through the city’s online service request tool and 49 of those
complaints were regarding smoking in multi-family buildings.
By prohibiting smoking in multifamily dwellings, the city hopes to
create a healthier environment for
residents, according to the staff
report. The ordinance will also benefit landlords because it would possibly lead to lower building maintenance costs, lower risk and insurance costs, prevent tenant conflicts
and potentially attract new tenants
to a building.
However, the smoking ordinance
does not draw a distinction between
cannabis and tobacco smoke,
Duran said. It’s an infringement on
residents’ liberties, he added.
Dale Gieringer, director of
California NORML – an organization dedicated to the reform of marijuana laws – was informed about
West Hollywood’s possible prohibition of cannabis use in multi-family dwellings. He said a “blanket
smoking ban” that treats cannabis
and tobacco smoke as the same is
unjustified. Tobacco smokers are
free to go outside to smoke, but
because of California’s Prop 64, the
consumption of cannabis in public
places is forbidden.
“Banning consumption inside
one’s home would create a ‘de
facto’ ban on cannabis consumption
in West Hollywood,” Gieringer
wrote in an email.
The ordinance would have the
city create a registration program
where all existing units in a multi-

family dwelling must be designated
as “smoking” or “non-smoking.”
On or before Jan. 1, 2021, all tenant
must be provided written notice by
their landlord asking them to designate their units.
The program would be enforced
by the West Hollywood Code
Compliance Division, and residents
would be able to pursue a private
civil action. When a new development or tenancy begins, the proposed amendments would require
the lease to contain a “no smoking”
clause which would make smoking
inside the unit or enclosed common
area a violation of the lease.
If a resident designates their unit
as “smoking,” they would be
allowed to smoke in their specific
unit. Any units designated as “nonsmoking” cannot be changed and all
units upon vacancy of any existing
unit, it will automatically become a
“non-smoking unit.”
Individuals who violate the proposed amendments could be fined
$100 to $500. The city would also
implement an educational and outreach program to inform residents
of the updated smoking ordinance.
Mayor Lindsey Horvath said the
city has received complaints about
smoking in family dwellings for
many years and it’s a public health
and safety issue.
“We want people to live safe in
their communities. I am looking forward to [discussing the item],”
Horvath said. “There’s a lot of conversations happening in the community and it’s time the City
Council weighs in.”

L.A. County pending plan provides $1.22 billion
Earlier this month, the Los
Angeles County Board of
Supervisors approved a $1.22 billion spending package to fund a
broad range of essential services
and relief measures to assist people and businesses affected by the
COVID-19 crisis.
The plan covers spending in
four main areas: $656 million for
public health measures including
testing and contact tracing; $200
million for financial support for
residents in the form of assistance
for rent relief, food and child care;
$160 million in grants to support
small businesses; and $150 million to support the county workforce’s response to the emergency,
including disaster services workers and personal protective equipment for employees.
The plan also includes nearly
$55 million to cover contingencies
including potential health care system surges and other urgent needs
that may emerge as the pandemic

continues.
The comprehensive spending
proposal allocates funding across a
wide range of services. Major allocations include $226 million for
community-based
COVID-19
diagnostic testing and $100 million for rent relief to assist residents countywide.
Funds were also allocated to
programs to assist vulnerable people during the crisis, including
$148 million for Project Roomkey,
which provides temporary housing
to medically at-risk people experiencing homelessness.
Other allocations include $10
million allocated to the L.A.
Regional Food Bank for food distribution events, $60 million to
support other nutritional programs, $15 million for the Great
Plates delivery program for
seniors and medically at-risk
adults, and $15 million for child
care vouchers for low-income
families and essential workers.

“It’s extremely important that the
county make these commitments to
our emergency health response,
including strengthening our testing
and contact tracing efforts, as well
as for rent relief and to bolster and
sustain our food security programs,” said Supervisor Sheila
Kuehl, 3rd District. “COVID-19
has knocked many vulnerable residents to their knees, and these
investments will allow us to continue to help people as we work to
bring the pandemic under control.”
“This funding comes at a critical
time for Los Angeles County,”
added Supervisor Kathryn Barger,
5th District, chair of the Los
Angeles County Board of
Supervisors. “This plan addresses
our ability to provide essential services, expand testing, contract
tracing and meet tangible needs
for working families and small
businesses who are struggling and
increasing bearing the burden of
the COVID-19 pandemic.”
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Olivia de Havilland was honored with a star on the Hollywood Walk
of Fame in 1960.

Olivia de Havilland dies at 104
Academy
Award-winning
actress Olivia de Havilland died
on July 26 at the age of 104.
De Havilland, who won two
Oscars for Best Actress for “To
Each His Own” and “The
Heiress” and starred in “Gone
with the Wind,” also was a
founding member of the Screen
Actors Guild.
In a statement, SAG-AFTRA
mourned de Havilland’s passing
and said her “legal action against
studio overreach set a precedent
which echoes to this day.”
“Olivia de Havilland was not
only beautiful and talented, she
was a courageous visionary and
an inspiration to generations,”
SAG-AFTRA
President

Gabrielle Carteris said. “She was
a founding member of Screen
Actors Guild in a time when
organizing and joining a union
was often a dangerous enterprise.
She sued her studio, Warner
Bros., in 1943 for extending her
contract past its original sevenyear expiration date. SAGAFTRA members will be forever
grateful to Ms. de Havilland for
her contributions to the founding
of our union and the protection of
its members. She was a marvel
and a legend. Rest in peace.”
De Havilland’s star on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame is
located at 6762 Hollywood Blvd.
For
information,
visit
sagaftra.org.

Beverly Hills to consider capital
improvement project budget
The Beverly Hills City Council is
expected to consider approving the
fiscal year 2020-21 capital
improvement budget during its
meeting on Aug. 4.
While the city continues to pursue capital improvement projects
identified as priorities, the sudden
and significant economic impact of
COVID-19 necessitated that the
city take steps to preserve the health
of its fund balance and identify
areas where reductions in costs
could be achieved to mitigate the
severe decline of the city’s revenues
resulting from the global pandemic.
The
proposed
Capital
Improvement Program budget for
fiscal year 2020-21 addresses the
city’s capital improvement needs
over the next five years to ensure
that streets, public buildings, parking facilities, parks, sewer, storm
water and water infrastructure are
well maintained for maximum safety, functionality and attraction. The
CIP budget provides capital funding of $74.1 million in fiscal year
2020-21 and a five-year projected
funding of $376.5 million. The total
funding, including the fiscal year
2019-20 revised budget, is $661.6
million. The CIP budget is composed of 21 city funds, a total of
101 active projects and five projects
that were completed and/or closed
before fiscal year 2020-21.
Working with the City Council’s
COVID-19 Budget Ad Hoc
Committee, staff identified over $30
million in CIP project funds which
could be reduced in fiscal year 201920, of which $24.4 million were ultimately recommended by the ad hoc
committee and have been included

in the proposed capital improvement
budget. These reductions facilitate
the transfer of $6 million from the
infrastructure fund to the general
fund in the fiscal year 2020-21 operating budget. The remaining amount
is proposed to be used to help fund
the five-year CIP plan.
In addition to the proposed
reductions, project managers also
cut back their initial proposals of
five-year plans for fiscal year 202021 through fiscal year 2024-25 by
nearly $52 million from approximately $428 million to the $376.5
million presented in response to the
strain on the city’s fiscal situation
due to COVID-19. Examples of
such cuts include eliminating the
$11 million proposal for the development of 336 Foothill Road for a
commercial process and the
reduced annual provision from $3
million to $1 million for the city’s
vehicle replacement program in fiscal year 2020-21, as Fleet
Management determined that all
vehicle replacements funded by the
general fund could be put off for
one year.
This effort ensures that the city’s
funds can adequately support its
most essential projects over the
next few years in the midst of great
uncertainty and allows the city to
regularly reevaluate its plans for
capital improvement projects as
more information becomes available regarding the timing and
degree of the future economic
recovery.
For information, visit beverlyhills.org/cbhfiles/storage/files/1003
265069619954230/FY2021Book.pdf.
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Oversight group provides feedback on BH bonds
n Group likes progress,

wants BHUSD to
continue good work
By cameron kiszla
The Beverly Hills Unified
School District is doing an overall
good job in spending and accounting for the money raised by its two
bond measures, the district’s
Citizens
Bond
Oversight
Committee said in its annual reports
released last month, though the
reports noted that there’s still room
for improvement in some areas.
The district’s bonds, Measure E
and Measure BH, both were intended to pay for school facility
improvements, safety upgrades and
similar modernizations. Measure E,
approved in 2008, allowed the district to issue bonds for up to $334
million, while Measure BH,
approved in 2018, allowed the district to raise up to $385 million
more.
The annual reports – one for each
bond measure for each fiscal year –
monitor the district’s actions in fiscal year 2018-19 regarding the
spending and accounting of money
raised by Measure E and Measure
BH. The reports are released by the
seven-member CBOC, which relies
on two annual audits by outside
firms. The financial audit was performed by Moss, Levy &
Hartzheim LLP, and the performance audit was performed by
Moss Adams LLP.
“Based on the audit reports, they
confirmed that the expenditures are
in accordance with bonds and the
language of the bonds,” said Mary
Wells, who co-chairs the CBOC’s

audit subcommittee.
The committee does not decide if
the district’s actions are the best
way forward; instead, they ensure
the actions taken are done in accordance with the bond measures and
general best practices.
The committee also had advice
for the district on how best to move
forward. For instance, the report’s
recommendations include that the
district seek multiple bids for projects, use competitive pricing to
ensure the district is getting the best
value and effectively document that
the proper procedures are being followed in the bidding process.
“It’s not that we think they’re
overpaying, but just like if you or I
were to remodel a kitchen, it’s
always best to have multiple bids to
make sure we’re getting a fair price.
It’s just common sense and good to
do that as a best practice,” said Rich
Baron, chair of the CBOC.
The committee also praised the
district for its improvement in
ensuring invoices are paid on time.
In 2018, 31 invoices were not paid
in a timely fashion, the report said,
though in 2019, that number
dropped to five.
Wells, who has announced plans
to run for a seat on the school board
later this year, noted that the district
has “improved tremendously”
when it comes to paying invoices
on time.
“The way of managing the financial budgeting and reporting and
practices are much improved, I
mean, tremendously improved.
This audit highlights things they
can continue to do and continue to
do better,” she said.
In an email, J. Wade Roach,
assistant superintendent of business

Notable quotes
“If a man will begin with certainties, he shall end in doubts; but if
he will be content to begin with doubts, he shall end in certainties.”
Francis Bacon
1561-1626
“The Advancement of Learning”

(source: “Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations”)

Philbin dies at 88

services for the BHUSD, noted that
the Business Services office and the
Facilities office have worked “collaboratively to improve routing and
approval processes” and the district
will “continue to strive to make
timely vendor payments and track
liens on contractors and subcontractors that could slow the process of
construction.”
“In the past, actual physical
pieces of paper, invoices and things
like that, went from one desk to the
next,” Roach said. “We have moved
these processes into the digital era,
and now utilize electronic signatures whenever appropriate.”
The CBOC raised concerns about
the district’s practices when it came
to a pair of projects: the district’s
lawsuit against Metro over the
Purple Line Extension subway project and the capping of oil wells at
Beverly Hills High School.
In both cases, the district did not
establish budgets for the projects,
which can allow “unplanned
expenses … to result in diverting
funds from [other] budgets,”
according to the report, which also
criticized the strategy as a “‘blank
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School repairs and upgrades, including at Beverly Hills High School, are
paid for through a pair of bond measures.

check’ approach.”
Wells admitted that it is hard to
budget for expenses like these, as
the costs are “very difficult to estimate,” but it’s better to have a budget and need to adjust it, as opposed
to not having a budget.
“It’s been somewhat of a hard-toestimate cost, but they should do
their best to put in estimates that go
into their master plan and master
budgeting. It’s been effectively
impossible for them to estimate
those costs,” Wells said.
The Metro lawsuit ended in May
when a federal judge ruled against

BHUSD, costing the district $18.3
million in Measure E funds, according to the CBOC. The oil well
remediation project is nearing completion, with a few months left of
work, according to Roach.
The remediation is being paid for
with Measure BH funding, and the
district has estimated the total cost
to be more than $29 million, of
which the city will pay $11 million,
according to the report, though
Roach noted that the district’s outside experts now expect the project
See Bond page 26

Walk of Fame Master Plan project moves forward
On July 29, Los Angeles City
Councilman Mitch O’Farrell, 13th
District, announced that the
Hollywood Walk of Fame Master
Plan, the signature project of his
“HEART of Hollywood” initiative,
has officially begun schematic
design, the next stage toward developing a full master plan. The project began early last year and
released a concept plan this past
January.
“This began as an effort to bring
a cohesive, holistic design – centered around residents and pedestrians – to the Hollywood Walk of
Fame,” O’Farrell said. “In the wake
of COVID-19, the goals of this project are even more important.
Enhancing public spaces is not only
good for our collective psyche, but
also for a local economy that is
being challenged by the pandemic.”
The concept plan envisions
Hollywood Boulevard along the
Walk of Fame as a place with wider
sidewalks, more space for amenities like sidewalk dining, additional
shade trees, enhanced lighting, a
mobility lane and additional pedestrian safety features. It is anticipated that the project could create
hundreds of construction jobs,
along with other economic, environmental and public health benefits.
Since the beginning of COVID19, Hollywood Boulevard along the
Walk of Fame has seen a 14% rise
in vacancies, and this project

rendering courtesy of the Council District 13 office

The Hollywood Walk of Fame Master Plan includes more access for
pedestrians.

intends to help revitalize the boulevard when the community begins to
emerge from the pandemic.
Robust community engagement
has been a cornerstone of the effort.
In-person and virtual outreach has
included focus groups, neighborhood council meetings, a community open house, surveys and an
ongoing series of roundtable meetings, more than 40 of which have
been held thus far.
“Like so many in Hollywood,
I’m so excited about this project
and have enjoyed being a part of the
community engagement process,”
said Sarah Zurell, a Hollywood resident and entrepreneur. “The ongoing outreach by Councilmember
O’Farrell’s team has been inclusive,
inspiring, and an example of how to

build consensus around a vision.
This process has reflected the love
and care that so many people have
for this treasured public space.”
The project is being overseen by
the City of Los Angeles Bureau of
Engineering. The concept plan proposes roadway changes to
Hollywood Boulevard, including
removing the parking lane between
Gower Street and La Brea Avenue
and reducing the street by one travel lane in each direction between
Argyle Avenue and La Brea
Avenue. That space would then be
dedicated to the new amenities,
which would be designed and constructed in collaboration with the
community.
For information, visit heartofhollywood.la.

Garcetti halts temporary sign enforcement
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Famed talk show host Regis Philbin died at the age of 88 on July
24.
Philbin, known for his work on “Live! with Regis and Kathie Lee”
– which later became “Live! With Regis and Kelly” – and “Who
Wants to Be a Millionaire,” won Emmy awards for both shows and
holds the Guinness World Record for most hours appearing on U.S.
television.
Philbin’s star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame is located at 6834
Hollywood Blvd.

On July 24, in response to outrage from the business community
and a letter from the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce, Los
Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti
announced that he will rescind any
fines that have been issued in relation to temporary signs posted that
tell the public that businesses are
open for delivery and takeout. He
also announced that he will be temporarily waiving requirements for
businesses to obtain a permit for
temporary signs that notify the public of their status.
The Los Angeles Department of
Building and Safety had been issuing

citations to small businesses for
infractions related to temporary banners and signs. The Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce, a business
advocacy organization that represents
over 800 businesses in the
Hollywood region, wrote a letter to
the Los Angeles City Council imploring them to retract these fees from
businesses that have been cited for
temporary signage and halt signage
regulation until six months after the
Emergency Regulations are lifted.
“We thank the Hollywood business community for coming together and helping us address this
issue,” the chamber said in a state-

ment. “As businesses cope with the
new closures and health orders, it is
important that we stay diligent in
ensuring the voice of business owners is loud and heard by our public
officials. We will continue to monitor this issue with our local businesses, as well as with our elected
officials to ensure all fines are
rescinded and businesses are able to
safely display banners letting their
customers know they are open.”
For information, contact Diana
Yedoyan, the chamber’s vice president of public policy and economic
development, at diana@hollywoodchamber.net.
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Chateau Marmont may become members-only
By edwin folven
Hotelier
Andre
Balazs
announced on July 28 that he plans
to convert the Chateau Marmont on
the Sunset Strip into a private,
members-owned property.
Balazs plans to bring the private
luxury hotel concept to the Chateau
Marmont and his other properties
around the world. Located at 8221
Sunset Blvd. near the Los AngelesWest Hollywood border, the castlelike hotel has been a fixture on the
landscape since 1927.
The Chateau Marmont is currently open to the public, and the transition to a members-owned hotel
will begin next year, said a spokeswoman for the property who asked
that her name not be published.
People will be able to purchase a
membership allowing them access
to the hotel and surrounding property.
According to the spokeswoman,
approximately 70% of guests are
already returning customers who
frequently stay at the property for
extended periods of time, and
approximately 100 customers
account for a majority of revenue
generated from rooms. The hotel
industry was among the most
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, and many operators are
changing their approach to doing
business. With many guests at the
Chateau Marmont already staying
for longer periods of time, making
the property their second or third
homes, Balazs believes a members-

WeHo leaders
join working
group on
policing
The California Contract Cities
Association has created a Public
Safety Working Group comprised
of elected officials and city managers that will examine law
enforcement policies to gain a better understanding of problems and
find meaningful solutions.
The working group will include
West Hollywood Mayor Lindsey
Horvath and City Manager Paul
Arevalo, as well as 11 representatives from other cities that contract
with the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department for police services. The group was formed in
response to the recent deaths of
George Floyd, Breonna Taylor,
Ahmaud Arbery and others which
have sparked nationwide calls to
review law enforcement use-offorce policies. Additionally, members will consider the burden
placed on sheriff’s deputies in
addressing issues related to homelessness, mental illness and substance abuse, and examine potential
solutions.
The PSWG will also address
public safety enforcement and
accountability mechanisms; law
enforcement protocols and reforms;
LASD contract terms and overhead
rates; and LASD liability and risk
reduction efforts. The goal is to
consider occurrences in member
cities and engage the LASD and the
Los Angeles County Board of
Supervisors to address concerns
and input from communities.
For information, email marcel@contractcities.org.

only property will create a new type
of experience that is more personalized and safer for guests.
Plans call for a higher standard of
service with a dedicated staff
attending to the needs of guests.
Staff members will be trained as
personal butlers and will get to
know each member personally.
Hotel managers and the concierge
already personally speak with each
guest before confirming reservations and are currently only booking people that are known to the
hotel or who come with a recommendation of a known guest. The
Chateau Marmont declined book-

ings over the Fourth of July weekend because the managers didn’t
believe they could adequately preserve the safety of guests, the
spokeswoman said.
Balazs also plans to introduce the
private, members-only concept at
his properties in New York,
London, Paris, Singapore and
Tokyo. The Chateau Marmont was
built in the 1920s as apartments and
was converted into a hotel in 1931.
Balazs has owned it since 1990 and
has renovated the building while
preserving its historic character.
For information, visit chateaumarmont.com.
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The Chateau Marmont has been a fixture along Sunset Boulevard for
decades.
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Lane closures anticipated for subway work
Metro is offering updates on
Purple Line construction in a webinar on Wednesday, Aug. 5, from
noon to 1 p.m. Updates will be provided on all three phases of the
Metro
project
from
Wilshire/Western to Westwood. To
listen by phone, which excludes
participating in the Q&A session,
call (213)279-1001 and use the
Conference ID: 461 029 586#. For
information and to register to participate in the webinar online, visit
metro.net/projects/notices/events_p
urpleline.
Work is ongoing at many locations on Wilshire Boulevard.
Construction continues in Beverly
Hills at the future Wilshire/Rodeo
station. Excavation will continue
24 hours underneath Wilshire
Boulevard through the first quarter
of 2021. Instruments installed
along the tunnel alignment and
around the station box will monitor
ground movement, settlement and
other geological impacts.
Station construction, material
deliveries and instrumentation continues in the staging yards at
Wilshire/Gale and Wilshire/La
Cienega. Gale Drive will be intermittently closed at Wilshire
Boulevard. A permanent K-rail
enclosure is in place to support
ongoing construction below
ground. Additional intermittent
lane reductions west of the enclosure may be in place during offpeak hours.
Wilshire Boulevard may be intermittently reduced to two lanes in
each direction between La Cienega
Boulevard and Gale Drive.
Intermittent directional bump-outs
may also be used, reducing
Wilshire Boulevard to a single lane.
Through Saturday, Aug. 1, eastbound Wilshire Boulevard between
Stanley Drive and San Vicente

Boulevard may be reduced to a single lane to support ongoing station
construction. The lane reductions
may occur from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and 10 p.m. to 7 a.m., weekdays,
and 4 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday. Left
turns from Wilshire Boulevard may
be intermittently restricted.
Beginning on Saturday, Aug. 8,
and continuing for one year,
Wilshire Boulevard will be reduced
to two lanes in each direction
between San Diego Way and
Spaulding Avenue. A work zone
will be installed on the southwest
corner of Wilshire Boulevard and
Fairfax Avenue to support
appendage construction immediately adjacent to the future
Wilshire/Fairfax subway station.
Station construction, hauling and
concrete pouring also continues at
Wilshire/Fairfax. Ogden Drive will
be closed intermittently Monday
through Saturday at Wilshire
Boulevard. Orange Grove Avenue
remains closed south of Wilshire
Boulevard through January 2022.
Intermittent lane closures may be in
place to support deck panel maintenance and soil investigation in the
Wilshire/Fairfax station area.
Near Wilshire/La Brea and
Wilshire/Sycamore, hauling, deliveries and tunneling support continues. Intermittent daily lane closures
along Wilshire Boulevard and side
streets between Highland Avenue
and Detroit Street may be necessary to support construction. Crews
are supporting underground work
from enclosures in the street.
From Friday, Aug. 28, through
Saturday, Feb. 27, Wilshire
Boulevard will be reduced to two
lanes in each direction between
Detroit and June streets. Orange
Drive will be closed north of
Wilshire Boulevard. The traffic
control measures support construc-

tiMe for a Backyard

tion of station appendages adjacent
to the Wilshire/La Brea Station.
Hauling and deliveries to and from
the construction staging yards at
Wilshire/La Brea will continue as
tunneling progresses underneath
Wilshire Boulevard.
At a work zone in the center of
Wilshire Boulevard just west of
Rimpau Boulevard, material deliveries and underground construction
support
continue.
Wilshire
Boulevard has been reduced to two
lanes in each direction between
June Street and Muirfield Road.
The work zone will be in place
through early 2021 to support concrete pouring underground in the
subway tunnels.
Near Wilshire/Western, tunneling
support and street maintenance
work is ongoing. Work is occurring
24-hours at a staging yard just west
of the intersection of Wilshire
Boulevard and Western Avenue.
Northbound Manhattan Place will
be closed intermittently just north of
Wilshire Boulevard from 4 a.m. to
midnight., Monday through Friday,
and 8 a.m. to 11 p.m., Saturday and
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Beginning on Aug. 8, Wilshire Boulevard will be reduced to two lanes in
each direction for a year between San Diego Way and Spaulding
Avenue.

Sunday. Access to businesses will
be maintained. Intermittent singlelane closures may also occur on
Wilshire Boulevard between
Western Avenue and Manhattan
Place. Southbound Oxford Avenue
will be intermittently reduced to a

single lane from 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,
and 9 p.m. to 6 a.m.
For questions and concerns, call
the 24-hour project hotline at
(213)922-6934, email the project
team at purplelineext@metro.net,
or visit metro.net.

We’re Open! Come On In!

Ensuring the safety of Allan Jeffries
clients and staff is our primary goal.
Clients and customers must have a face mask
or covering when entering the store.
If you don’t have a face mask or covering,
we will provide one for you
Gloves and hand sanitizer are provided as well.

Brighten up summer with our
MaUi-wowie decorations!
Paper Goods • Decorations
Balloons • Banners • Centerpieces • Piñatas & MORE!
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OFF
Sale Merchandise

Plexiglass separates employees and clients,
tools are sanitized, and the staff
cleans the store routinely.
Health protocols and safety measures based
on the state and county’s orders have been
met, and we went beyond that to create a
welcoming space to ensure
customers are confident coming in.

Built on an old-fashioned
foundation of honesty and trust,
we stand proud and look
forward to continuing to
serve you and the community
now and for the future.

“We are proud of the fact that we are
protecting our clients and protecting
employees both equally.
I am really grateful and appreciative to all
of my customers and neighbors for coming
out in support of my business during
tough times like this.”
— Allan

COME BROWSE AROUND!!

Allan Jeffries Framing
5969 Melrose Ave. (corner of Wilcox)
(323)467-7124

8301 W. Third St. • Los Angeles, CA 90048
323.655.1296 • www.allanjeffries.com
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City leaders cut ribbon at Mayor expands community safety partnerships
new bridge housing shelter

photo courtesy of Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti’s office

Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti, left, and Councilman David Ryu,
center, celebrated the opening of a new bridge housing shelter in Los
Feliz with a virtual ribbon-cutting ceremony on July 24. The shelter will
provide 100 beds for homeless adults in the surrounding community.
The officials were joined by Steve Fiechter, regional director of Metro
Los Angeles for People Assisting the Homeless, which is providing services at the shelter.
“Long before the COVID-19 emergency, we were confronting the
moral and humanitarian crisis of our time – homelessness,” Garcetti
said. “Our work to bring unhoused Angelenos indoors has never been
more urgent or important, and the opening of the Los Feliz A Bridge
Home site is the latest milestone in our commitment to deliver housing,
healing and hope to our most vulnerable neighbors.”
PATH has a plan in place to prevent the spread of COVID-19 among
residents of the shelter. Residents will be provided and required to wear
masks and other personal protective equipment, and social distancing
will be required in the dining, laundry and hygiene areas. Staff will routinely disinfect areas shared by people in the facility. If any resident
shows symptoms of COVID-19 or tests positive, PATH has a hotline
linking staff directly to the Los Angeles County Department of Public
Health, which has arrangements for individuals to immediately be taken
to an isolated facility. Similar plans are in place at all shelters with services provided by PATH. For information, visit davidryu.lacity.org.

Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti
announced Monday the establishment of a new Community Safety
Partnership Bureau in the Los
Angeles Police Department.
The nationally-recognized model
for community policing will be
expanded at 10 public housing sites
and the surrounding neighborhoods
where it is already in place and
brought under the command of a
single new LAPD bureau. Aspects
of the program, including its training curriculum, will be integrated
throughout LAPD operations.
Garcetti made the announcement
with law enforcement officials and
city, community and civil rights
leaders.
“We [are taking] a major step forward in our work to reimagine
policing in Los Angeles and
strengthen the human bonds that
are essential to public safety,”
Garcetti said. “Every Angeleno
deserves to feel secure not only in
the parks and streets of their neighborhoods, but in the presence of
people in uniform, and expanding
CSP will help to make that possible.”
CSP places specially-selected
and trained officers in a five-year
assignment in one place so they can
become part of the community and
develop relationships with the residents.
“Our CSP officers are measured
by the trust they build and the relationships made, rather than arrests
or citations,” LAPD Chief Michel
Moore said. “This commitment to
creating safe and healthy communi-

ties saves lives. I am confident our
CSPs will meet this historic
moment in policing and build public trust in law enforcement.”
In a recent UCLA study of the
CSP model, residents in two sites
reported feeling safer, and an estimated 220 violent crimes were prevented over a five-year period.
“[This] marks a step forward for
community
policing,”
said
Councilwoman Monica Rodriguez,
7th District, chair of the City
Council’s
Public
Safety
Committee. “Like any relationship,
trust is earned and the creation of
this CSP Bureau builds safer neighborhoods and strengthens the trust
and respect between the community
and law enforcement.”
CSP was launched in November
2011 as a collaboration between the
LAPD, Housing Authority of the
city of Los Angeles and the
Mayor’s Office of Gang Reduction
and Youth Development. Initially
conceived for the Jordan Downs
housing development in Watts, CSP
has expanded to 10 sites, including
to neighborhoods outside of public
housing developments.
The CSP Bureau will be led by
Deputy Chief Emada Tingirides, in
partnership with a civilian commander and a regional advisory
council tasked with developing
effective strategies that can be
implemented beyond CSP sites.
“It is the honor and privilege of
my professional life to accept this
role,” Tingirides said. “I have
devoted my career to building relationships and engaging the commu-

photo courtesy of Mayor Eric Garcetti’s Office

LAPD Deputy Chief Emada
Tingirides will lead the new
Community Safety Partnership
Bureau.

nity where I grew up. I have
watched our Community Safety
Partnerships flourish with lowering
crime while lifting public trust.”
In the CSP model, residents work
alongside officers to reduce crime
by developing sports, recreation
and other programs tailored specifically to their community; focusing
on quality of life issues; and bridging gaps in communication and
trust between residents and the
LAPD. CSP partners also focus on
connecting people in need with
resources such as employment
training, mobile medical programs
and counseling.
The initial establishment of the
CSP Bureau will be cost-neutral
and will occur within the LAPD’s
existing budget.
For information, visit lacity.org
and lapdonline.org.
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Newsom announces purchase of 420M masks
On July 22, to boost California’s
long-term supply of personal protective equipment both now and into the
fall months, Gov. Gavin Newsom
announced new actions to strengthen
the state’s response to COVID-19.
“Providing frontline workers the
protective equipment they need is

critical to our state’s response to
COVID-19,”
Newsom
said.
“Securing a reliable supply chain of
PPE allows us to distribute millions
of protective masks to our essential
workforce while preserving millions more in our state’s stockpile
for future use.”

World War II veteran welcomed
during ‘No Regrets Tour’

photo courtesy of the 4th District council office

Los Angeles City Councilman David Ryu, 4th District, recently
recognized World War II veteran Sidney Walton and his son, Paul
Walton, at the Los Angeles Museum of the Holocaust. Sidney
Walton, a 101-year-old Jewish veteran, is among the last remaining
soldiers from World War II and is currently on his 50-state “No
Regrets Tour.” He serves as an ambassador for veterans and is calling
attention to their sacrifices. Walton was born in 1919 in New Jersey
and joined the U.S. Army at age 21, nine months before the attack on
Pearl Harbor. He fought in China, Burma and India with the 34th
Infantry, 8th Division, and returned to the U.S. after the war. For
information, visit gosidneygo.com.

Further building a stable stockpile so that health care and essential
workers in California do not face
the same supply shortages that characterized the early stages of the pandemic, Newsom has directed the
Department of Public Health and
Office of Emergency Services to
further increase the state’s strategic
stockpile to 100 million N-95 respirators and 200 million surgical
masks by early fall in order to
account for the potential need given
the recent rise in COVID-19 cases.
The state has been able to supply
millions of medical providers,
essential workers and schools with
critical PPE to preserve public
health and safety. To date, the state
has distributed 86.4 million N-95
respirators and 297 million surgical
masks to Californians working on
the front lines against COVID-19,
including to hospitals, emergency
responders, farm and factory workers, and nursing home workers.
In order to fulfill the stockpile
goal, which was developed in consultation with health leaders and
informed by advanced modeling
data, the Governor’s Office of
Emergency Services has entered
into a new contract with Californiabased BYD North America to produce 120 million N-95 respirators
and 300 million surgical masks for
the state.
The global COVID-19 pandemic
has created worldwide competition
and shortages for vital PPE supply,
with certified N-95 respirator masks
in highest demand. California, like
other states and national governments all over the world, is working
to secure a reliable supply of PPE

Zoo remains closed but plans
continue for safe reopening

photo by Tad Motoyama

The Los Angeles Zoo remains closed indefinitely under orders
issued on July 14. The zoo had previously hoped to open in July but
was unable due to increases in new cases of COVID-19, positivity
rates and hospitalizations. The zoo will remain closed until the city of
Los Angeles authorizes a safe reopening. In the meantime, administrators will continue to plan a modified reopening and care for the
animals. For updates and to sign up for the zoo’s newsletter, visit
lazoo.org.
for the frontline health care workforce and other critical infrastructure workers.
California has also been able to
help other states with their unmet
emergency PPE needs.
The bridge contract signed with
BYD will ensure California can
provide PPE to its frontline workforce during the ongoing global
pandemic, at a competitive price

rate and with an established and
reliable partner.
In the longer term, California is
establishing a leveraged master procurement where any manufacturers
can apply, and California purchasers can secure supplies at competitive pricing.
For information about California
PPE manufacturers, visit safelymakingca.org.
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Cedars remains high on list of top hospitals

photo courtesy of Pierson Blaetz

The Melrose Trading Post is held weekly on Sundays in a parking
lot on the campus of Fairfax High School.

Melrose Trading Post reopens
The Melrose Trading Post,
located at Melrose and Fairfax
avenues on the campus of Fairfax
High School, will reopen this
Sunday, Aug. 2, from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
The Melrose Trading Post
offers an evolving experience
every Sunday, including a curated selection of handcrafted artisan goods, eclectic arts and
crafts, vintage fashion, antique
furniture and unique treasures.
The weekly market raises funds
for Fairfax High School programs.
The Melrose Trading Post
management has implemented
protocols to ensure the safety of
staff and visitors and prevent the
spread of COVID-19. Masks or
face coverings must be worn at
all times by all visitors older than
2 years old, except when eating
or drinking. Vendors and staff
will be required to pass a symptom screening with temperature
checks prior to entry or the start
of shifts. Physical distancing will

be enforced. Parties from a single
household of six people or fewer
may remain together; children
must stay with adults at all times.
Visitor capacity has been reduced
and there will be enhanced cleaning of high-touch surfaces. Handsanitizer will be offered throughout the market.
Greenway Arts Alliance,
which operates the Melrose
Trading Post, encourages people
who have active or unstable preexisting health conditions to
remain at home and not shop at
the Melrose Trading Post at this
time, per recommendations by
the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Health.
Food trucks will offer meals.
No alcoholic beverages are
allowed. Admission is $5 at the
door or online; free for
Greenway Arts Alliance members. For contactless pre-paid
tickets, visit melrosetradingpost.org/tickets. For questions
and information, email mtpadmin@greenwayarts.org.

LADOT continues reduced
enforcement of parking rules
The Los Angeles Department of
Transportation’s Parking Enforcement Division has announced that
it will extend current relaxed parking enforcement regulations until
Aug. 16, consistent with extended
“Safer at Home” orders to help prevent the spread of COVID-19.
While certain parking regulations are relaxed, others remain
enforced to ensure that emergency
services and other city functions
continue operation. LADOT has
relaxed enforcement of regulations
pertaining to residential street
sweeping, expired vehicle registration and peak/rush hour and gridlock zone parking restrictions. No
citations will be issued for or towing of abandoned vehicles and
those parking overnight.
Vehicles displaying recently
expired permits within preferential
parking districts will have a two-

week grace period following the
expiration to renew.
LADOT will supply a temporary, print-at-home permit to residents within a preferential parking
district who have renewed their
permit but will not receive the new
hangtag before their current permit
expires. Deadlines for all pending
payments have also been extended.
Enforcement continues for
metered parking, time limits within
preferential parking districts for
vehicles without a valid or recently
expired permit, posted time limit
zones in residential and commercial areas, and all areas with posted
Temporary No-Parking signs.
Citations are also being issued for
blocking alleyways, fire hydrants,
and handicapped spaces, as well as
zones with colored curbs.
For information, visit ladot.lacity.org/coronavirus.

USPS assists small businesses
The U.S. Postal Service is offering help to small businesses for
mailing and shipping needs.
The USPS understands that businesses are facing unprecedented
challenges due to the COVID-19
pandemic and is offering assistance
through the Every Door Direct Mail
Discount Program, which provides
a 10% postage discount for all retail

mailings in August and September.
Business customers can take
advantage of the offer online or
through their local post offices.
ZOOM meetings will be held at
noon on July 30 and 31 to explain
how the program works. Visit
usps.zoomgov.com/j/1604089235
?pwd=akxFRnBnRk13YndZNkd
QWHMzM0Ftdz09.

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center has
once again been recognized by U.S.
News & World Report as one of the
best hospitals in the nation.
The medical center ranked seventh nationally in the “Best
Hospitals 2020-21” analysis,
exceeding its rank from last year
among 20 top hospitals on the
honor roll. Cedars-Sinai also
ranked second in the Los Angeles
region and the state.
The U.S. News rankings are
based on a variety of measures,
including patient outcomes, patient
experience, technology and reputation, according to surveyed physicians. Cedars-Sinai had 12 specialties ranked nationally in the hospital rankings. The specialty rankings
mean that Cedars-Sinai is among
the top 50 hospitals in the nation in
the clinical areas.
Eight of the specialties ranked in
the top 10 in the U.S.: cancer, cardiology and heart surgery, gastroenterology and GI surgery, gynecology, nephrology, neurology and
neurosurgery, orthopaedics, and
pulmonology and lung surgery.
Three other specialties ranked in
the top 20: diabetes and endocrinology, geriatrics and urology.
Nine of the 12 specialties had
rankings rise from last year, and
four were among the top five
nationally: gastroenterology and GI

photo by Edwin Folven

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center’s ranking improved in multiple specialties
in the recent report on hospitals nationwide.

surgery, ranked second; cardiology
and heart surgery, ranked third;
orthopaedics, ranked third; and pulmonology and lung surgery, also
ranked third in the United States.
“The U.S. News rankings reflect
the scope of our staff’s dedication
to the health and wellbeing of all of
our patients and to advancing the
science of medicine and healthcare
delivery,” Cedars-Sinai President
and CEO Thomas M. Priselac said.
“The adaptability and flexibility of
everyone at Cedars-Sinai are key
reasons why we have been able to

photo courtesy of Kaiser Permanente

Kaiser Permanente Los Angeles Medical Center received high
marks in treatment and follow-up care.

Kaiser hospital in Hollywood
honored for stroke treatment
Kaiser
Permanente
Los
Angeles Medical Center has
received the American Heart
Association/American Stroke
Association’s Get with the
Guidelines-Stroke Gold Plus
Quality Achievement Award.
The award recognizes the hospital’s commitment to ensuring
stroke patients receive the most
appropriate treatment according
to
nationally
recognized,
research-based guidelines based
on the latest scientific evidence.
The medical center, located at
4867 W. Sunset Blvd. in
Hollywood, earned the award by
meeting specific quality achievement measures for the diagnosis
and treatment of stroke patients at
a set level for a designated period.
The measures include evaluation
of the proper use of medications
and other stroke treatments
aligned with the most up-to-date,
evidence-based guidelines for
speeding recovery and reducing
death and disability for stroke
patients. The hospital was also
measured on providing education
about managing patient health,
scheduling follow-up visits and
providing care transition.

“Kaiser Permanente Los
Angeles Medical Center is dedicated to improving the quality of
care for our stroke patients by
implementing the American Heart
Association’s Get with the
Guidelines-Stroke initiative,” said
Will Grice, senior vice president,
area manager, Kaiser Permanente
Los Angeles Medical Center.
“The tools and resources provided
help us track and measure our
success in meeting evidencedbased clinical guidelines developed to improve patient outcomes.”
Kaiser
Permanente
Los
Angeles Medical Center also
received the association’s Target:
StrokeSM Elite Plus and Target:
Stroke Honor Roll Advanced
Therapy award. The award is
given to hospitals that meet quality measures reducing the time
between the patient’s arrival and
treatment with a drug to reduce
blood clots. Additionally, the hospital received the association’s
Target: Type 2 Diabetes Honor
Roll award, recognizing it met
quality measures for the treatment
of diabetes. For information, visit
kaiserpermanente.org.

serve all patients so effectively,
including during the COVID-19
pandemic, while remaining committed to expanding our research,
education and support in our community.”
For information, visit cedarssinai.org and health.usnews.com/besthospitals.
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RESTAURANT NEWS
by Jill Weinlein

E.P. & L.P. offers a
new pop-up

T

ake in mini vacation in West
Hollywood while dining at the
pop-up Las Palmas, adjacent to the
L.P. Rooftop. The breezy, al fresco
rooftop offers lush greenery and
tropical décor with Yucataninspired fare and cocktails nightly
from 6 p.m. to midnight. For a limited time, Grant Smillie and David
Combes of Botanical Hospitality
Group offer a menu that features

ceviche, carne asada skewers, Baja
fish tacos and lobster quesadilla, as
well as beer, wine and bespoke
cocktails named Paradise, Las
Palmas margarita and Tulum
Nights. These cocktails are available by the glass or pitcher. The
new rooftop design and al fresco
furniture on the sprawling Melrose
Rooftop Theater space has tables
situated at least 6 feet apart and are
limited to groups no larger than six
people. Strict health and safety protocols include dedicated sanitation
throughout, guest and employee

temperature checks, and masks
required when not at the table.
Seated-only service with reservations is highly recommended.
Reservations can be made at
eplosangeles.com. 603 N. La
Cienega Blvd., (310)855-9955.

Sky-high picnic at
InterContinental Hotel

T

he tallest open-air bar in downtown LA remains closed, however guests staycationing overnight
at the InterContinental Hotel can
enjoy exclusive access to the
rooftop bar from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
The staff will make a picnic box for
guests to enjoy light bites and

include a celebratory bottle of
sparkling wine to enjoy while taking in the 360-degree sunset vistas.
An overnight superior room and
picnic from 73 floors up starts at
$299. The InterContinental Hotel
offers a new “IHG Way of Clean”
standards backed by an IHG Clean
Promise in partnership with
Cleveland Clinic, Ecolab and
Diversey to give guests confidence
when they stay at the hotel. 900
Wilshire Blvd., (213)688-7777.

Casa Vega’s new
garden dining

O

wner Christy Vega transformed Casa Vega’s parking

lot into a festive tented patio with
greenery and string lights above 25
socially distanced tables for sitdown meals during lunch and dinner. To create a safer environment
for customers and staff, operating
hours have been reduced for extra
sanitizing and disinfecting. Outdoor
seating tables and chairs are disinfected after each seating. Facial
coverings are required when entering, exiting and walking around
Casa Vega. Once at the table, customers can remove their mask.
Customers who refuse to comply
with the mask rule will be refused
service. Reservations are available
online via Casa Vega’s website, and
drive-thru to-go is also available for
Continues next page
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This
Week
Only!

We’re Open and
Ready to Serve You!
Monday–Saturday: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

New Zealand Lamb Racks
French Trimmed $15.98 / lb.

Serving the finest meats and poultry in Los Angeles
Family Owned at the Farmers Market for 79 Years
6333 W. Third St. • Farmers Market • 323.938.5131
www.marcondas.com
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diners who would rather pick up.
Early Bird specials are now from
4:30 to 6 p.m., with 20% off items.
casavega.com. 13301 Ventura
Blvd., (818)788-4868.

Melisse x Citrin new
patio dining

J

osiah Citrin’s newly reimagined
fine dining restaurant debuts a
green astroturf patio behind the
restaurant. Sit among plants, under
umbrellas at socially distanced
tables. Citrin’s new menus pay
homage to classic fine dining
restaurants and chefs. Pair with
freshly batched cocktails and a bottle of chef Josiah's Maker's Mark
private selection. 1104 Wilshire
Blvd., (310)395-0881.

ROW DTLA reopens

S

everal culinary concepts within
ROW DTLA are expanding
their outdoor seating areas to
include the public promenades for
safe, socially distanced outdoor
dining. The Japanese fried chicken
concept Pikunico utilizes ROW
DTLA’s Dock Street and is securing special permitting to serve wine
and beer. Rappahannock Oyster
Bar, which serves classic East
Coast oysters with a West Coast
twist, is serving on their expanded
outdoor patio space with additional
seating. At the Michelin-starred
Hayato, acclaimed bento boxes are
available now for curbside pick-up
this week. 777 Alameda St.,
(213)988-8890.

Vito Santa Monica
patio dining

S

it on the new patio dining area,
complete with a tent, greenery
and string lights. Make a reservation starting at 5 p.m. on OpenTable
or call the restaurant directly. Order
for to-go and delivery on Seamless,
Uber Eats, Grubhub, Postmates,
DoorDash and Delivery. 2807
Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica,
(310)450-4999.

options are encouraged. SoCalo is
open Tuesday through Saturday for
al fresco dining with open-air sidewalk seating and on the expansive
shaded patio dotted with bright
orange umbrellas, string lights and
ocean breezes. Dinner reservations
are recommended, but walk-ins are
also welcome if there is space.
Walk-in counter service is available
Tuesday through Saturday from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. Meal kits curbside
pickup and delivery is on Tuesday
through Saturday from 1 to 7 p.m.
1920 Santa Monica Blvd.,
(310)451-1655.

SoCalo reopens in
Santa Monica

Rudi’s Organic Bread

A

S

s SoCalo reopens its expanded
outdoor patio for dining in
time for summer, SoCalo chefs are
also offering a new brunch kit for
guests to bring home to celebrate
the weekend. Pre-order brunch
includes huevos rancheros with
baked eggs, fingerling potatoes and
crispy bacon; Impossible chorizo
and guava cheese empanadas. It
can be made for two to six people
and comes with reheating instructions. Add to your kit Micheladas,
passion fruit bellinis or bloody
marias. SoCalo is practicing health
and safety protocols for guests and
employees. Tables are spaced 6 feet
apart, and everyone will wear a
mask. Staff will also be wearing
face shields while interacting with
guests, and take daily wellness and
temperature checks. Guests must
wear a face mask upon arrival and
while moving about inside the
restaurant. Hand-sanitizing stations
are available for guests inside the
restaurant. Cashless payment

CO
C
OOL
OFF
OF
F

erve nutritious, flavorful,
preservative-free breads, rolls
and buns while making sandwiches, French toast, burgers and avocado toast at home. Rudi’s Bakery is a
leader in the organic industry. They
are certified Kosher and offer a
gluten-free line. Breads are made in
small batches using a special blend
of centuries-old, craft baking techniques and modern baking methods. Find Rudi’s at Lassen’s
Natural Foods and Vitamins, 1631
W. Sunset Blvd., (213)542-6535;
and Ralph’s Fresh Fare, 3410 W.
Third St., (213)480-1421.

Hours
7am- 7pm
Open ‘til 10
O
pm Friday
& Saturday
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Canter’s Deli is the perfect place
for peppery pastrami

C

anter’s Deli invites hungry diners to enjoy delicious pastrami
sandwiches piled high on rye, available 24 hours for pick up or
delivery. The deli and bakery are open and are offering all your favorite
dishes around the clock. Craving a black-and-white cookie or ruglash?
The bakery is stocked fresh daily with sweet treats and breads. Phone
in an order and pick it up or have the food delivered by Postmates.
Canter’s Deli is located at 419 N. Fairfax Ave. For information, call
(323)651-2030, or cantersdeli.com.
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At 4:21 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 1000
block of Sweetzer.

At 3 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 2000
block of N. Highland.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 8400 block of Beverly
at 7:50 p.m.

July 25

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft near the corner of
Melrose and Gardner at 3 p.m.

At 8 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
200 block of S. Saint Andrews.

At 5:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 5600
block of W. Sunset.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft near the corner of
Fountain and Vine at 8:30 p.m.
At 11 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked near the
corner of Clinton and Martel.

July 24

At 2:59 p.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 8700 block
of Shoreham.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked near the corner of
Sunset and Wilton at 7 p.m.

July 21

July 23

July 18

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 8600 block of
Wilshire at 11 a.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 7100 block of Santa
Monica at 4:15 p.m.

At 12:01 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a burglary in the
100 block of N. Edinburgh.

At 2:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 600
block of N. Fairfax.

At 1:51 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim near the corner
of Beverly Drive and Park Way.

At 3:05 p.m., a vandalism incident
was reported near the corner of
Santa Monica and Beverly.

July 26

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked near the corner of
Hauser and Third at 12:30 a.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 300 block of N.
Rodeo at 5:23 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 9600 block of
Wilshire at 6:44 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft near the corner of
Rosewood and Sycamore at 11
a.m.

At 10:10 p.m., an unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of Maple and Dayton.

July 25

P O L I C E B LOT T E R
The following crimes occurred in West Hollywood, Beverly Hills and the
areas patrolled by the LAPD’s Wilshire and Hollywood divisions between
July 18 and July 26. The information was compiled from www.crimemapping.com. To report a crime, call local law enforcement agencies: Los
Angeles Police Department, Wilshire Division (213)473-0476, Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department West Hollywood Station (310)855-8850, and
the Beverly Hills Police Department, (310)550-4951.

Beverly Hills Police
Department

July 19

At 2:56 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 400 block
of S. Oakhurst.

An unknown suspect committed a
residential burglary in the 300
block of N. Rodeo at 4:20 a.m.

West Hollywood
Sheriff’s Station

At 2 p.m., a vandalism incident
was reported in the 500 block of N.
Palm.
An unknown suspect committed a
residential burglary in the 600
block of N. Canon at 7:55 p.m.

July 20
At 3:04 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a residential burglary in
the 100 block of N. Stanley.
A vandalism incident was reported
in the 9300 block of Wilshire at
6:49 a.m.
At 1:45 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
9500 block of Wilshire.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 9100 block of
Charleville at 7:30 p.m.

July 21
At 2:02 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 300
block of N. Rodeo.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 300 block of N.
Rodeo at 5:05 p.m.
At 6 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 300
block of S. Clark.

At 11:30 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
800 block of N. San Vicente.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 900 block of
N. Doheny at 2:40 p.m.

At 3:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1100
block of N. Hacienda.

Los Angeles Police
Department
July 19
At 2:35 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
6300 block of W. Third.

July 19

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 1400 block of
Gordon at 3 a.m.

At 2:45 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1000
block of N. Curson.

At 3:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
2100 block of N. Beachwood.

July 21

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 6100 block of
Hollywood at 5 a.m.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 8800 block of
Sunset at 11 a.m.
At 3:29 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 8800
block of Melrose.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 9000 block of Sunset
at 5:25 p.m.
At 9:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 8900
block of Santa Monica.

July 22
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 9300 block of Doheny
at 12:30 a.m.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 3200 block of
Canyon at 9 a.m.
At 10:50 a.m., an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked
in the 5800 block of La Mirada.

At 5:25 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 500
block of N. Citrus.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Franklin
and Argyle at 10 a.m.
At 1:45 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 8100
block of Sunset.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 1600 block of Gower
at 5:30 p.m.
At 6:15 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
1100 block of S. Holt.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 2100 block of
Vista Del Mar at 6:30 p.m.
At 7:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 4200
block of W. Sixth.

July 22

At 7:10 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim near the corner
of Santa Monica and West Knoll.

At 6:17 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a commercial burglary
in the 400 block of N. Roxbury.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 1400 block of
Laurel at 11 p.m.

At 10 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
6500 block of Homewood.

July 23

An unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of Sunset and
Formosa at 10:35 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 300 block of N.
Rodeo at 1:27 p.m.
At 5:50 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 300
block of N. Rodeo.

A suspect assaulted a victim during a domestic violence incident in
the 7300 block of Santa Monica at
6 p.m.

July 23

At 7:55 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1000
block of N. Fuller.

At 9:43 a.m., a vandalism incident
was reported in the 300 block of N.
Palm.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked near the corner of
Formosa and Romaine at 9 p.m.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 100 block of S. Roxbury
at 12:46 p.m.

July 24

At 7:25 p.m., a suspect was
arrested on suspicion of driving
under the influence of alcohol or
drugs in the 100 block of N.
Robertson.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft near the corner of
Hollywood and Vine at 8:30 p.m.

At 2:54 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 7400
block of Beverly.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 1900 block of N. Las
Palmas at 8:30 a.m.
At 9 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim near the corner
of Wilshire and Masselin.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 6200 block of Drexel at
10:45 a.m.
At 11:35 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
7900 block of Sunset.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 6900 block of
Oporto at 2 p.m.
At 3:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 200
block of S. Van Ness.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft near the corner of
Gower and Romaine at 4 p.m.
At 5 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 6500
block of Sunset.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 1200 block of Vine
at 7:40 p.m.
At 8:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
300 block of S. Cloverdale.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 1000 block of N.
La Brea at 9 p.m.
At 9:15 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked near the
corner of Hollywood and Orange.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 400 block of
S. Detroit at 9:30 p.m.
At 10 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 6200
block of Hollywood.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 5400 block of
Carlton at 11 p.m.

July 22
July 20
At 1:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft near the
corner of Saint Andrews and Santa
Monica.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 600 block of N.
Plymouth at 5 a.m.

At 4:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 8700
block of Santa Monica

At 10:50 a.m., an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked
near the corner of La Brea and
Sunset.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 8800 block of Santa
Monica at 2 p.m.

An unknown suspect stole a bicycle in the 3700 block of Wilshire at
11 a.m.

At 8:20 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 4300
block of Wilshire.

At 11:20 a.m., an unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 6200
block of W. Third.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 5400 block of
Wilshire at 2:45 p.m.
At 4 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
900 block of S. Tremaine.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 400 block of N.
Sweetzer at 4:30 p.m.
At 7:55 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1000
block of N. Fuller.
An unknown suspect attempted to
burglarize a vehicle parked in the
800 block of Mansfield at 8:30 p.m.
At 9:15 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 300
block of N. Sweetzer.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 400 block of
Kilkea at 11 p.m.
At 11:30 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft nin
the 500 block of S. La Brea.

July 24
At 3:45 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked near the
corner of Detroit and Ninth.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 100 block of S.
Sycamore at 4:30 p.m.
At 5:50 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
6300 block of Lexington.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 800 block of
N. Sierra Bonita at 9 p.m.
At 11 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 7200
block of Hollywood.

July 25
At 1:50 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1500
block of N. La Brea.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 6700 block of
Milner at 3:15 p.m.

An attempted burglary was reported in the 8400 block of Melrose
Place at 12:10 p.m.

At 8:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked near the
corner of Waring and Vine.

At 5 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 5600
block of Wilshire.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked near the corner of
Fountain and Bronson at 9:30 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 8200 block of W.
Third at 6 p.m.

At 9:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
600 block of N. Gower.

At 7:40 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a bicycle near the corner of
Sierra Bonita and Hollywood.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 8200 block of
Blackburn at 10:30 p.m.
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Daphne’s Mediterranean delights
brighten a summer picnic

S

photo by Jill Weinlein

The gyro pita sandwich is
wrapped in warm pita bread at
Daphne’s.

Restaurant News
From page 15

101 Cider House

E

ven though the DTLA 101
Cider Tasting Room is closed
due to COVID-19, cider fans can
now enjoy 101 Ciders at home. The
ciders are made from freshly
sourced apples picked and cold
pressed before traveling from
Washington to California. The
small-batch juice ferments for three
months to produce a naturally alcoholic and certified probiotic beverage. Join the Sour Society to receive
a subscription box of on the 15th of
every month. A selection of 101
Cider House core blends, seasonal
blends and specialty blends that
have never been released to the
public are in each box. Receive a
15% off your first membership box
and a special birthday box from 101
Cider House during your birthday
month. Year round, they offer
Gunpowder Guava made with apple
juice, green tea and guava, and hotpink cans of Cactus Rose offering
the taste of apple juice, cactus pear,
basil, hibiscus and lemon. Visit
101cider.com/shop to learn more.

Dickey’s BBQ Pit
helps first responders

D

ickey’s is offering a 32-ounce
First Responder Tribute Cup
with proceeds going to the Dickey’s
Foundation. Purchasing one of
these limited-edition cups will help
provide safety equipment and respiratory masks to local first responders. From Aug. 1 through Sept. 8,
post a photo of a hero from your
community on your Facebook or
Instagram profile, and state why
you nominated this person. Use
hashtags
#MyHero
and
#DickeysBarbecuePit in Dickey’s
Community Heroes Campaign and
one lucky grand prize winner will
receive free barbecue for a year.
Four additional winners will have
$500 donated to the charity of their
choice. Follow and tag Dickey’s
Facebook or Instagram page and the
nominee. For Dickey’s BBQ
Restaurant
locations,
visit
dickeys.com/locations/california.

eeking outdoor dining venues
re-opening in Los Angeles, I
discovered
that
the
Mediterranean-inspired Daphne’s
California Greek Restaurant is open
for takeaway and al fresco dining.
This fast-casual dining venue offers
an array of healthy starters, salads,
bowls, pita sandwiches and plates.
A sign that reads “No mask, no
service,” reminds guests of proper
protocols. The friendly Adriana
Aguila welcomed me and offered
some recommendations. I started
with an order of crispy phyllo
spanakopita filled with feta and
spinach, and the new strawberry
salad. The spanakopita arrived in
four bite-sized pieces alongside a
generous portion of mixed greens
topped with freshly chopped strawberries, candied walnuts, feta and
grilled and sliced chicken. Aguila,
who said that the chicken is antibiotic free, included a container of
honey vinaigrette dressing to toss to
my liking. Salads also come with a
container of tzatziki sauce and
warm pita with the words “Happy
is Healthy” on the paper bag.
Other salads on the menu include
a Greek salad, falafel salad and a
Mediterranean salad with mixed
greens tossed with lemon tahini
dressing, tomatoes, cucumbers, red
cabbage, chickpeas, artichokes,
feta, kalamata olives and a grilled
chicken skewer.
Three bowls on the menu,
including a creamy hummus bowl,
Greek bowl and gyro bowl, are

By Jill Weinlein

served with a few pieces of warm
pita bread.
Sandwiches include a spicy
grilled chicken pita that has a fire
feta sauce to spike the flavor, as
well as a classic pita with a choice
of either gyro or grilled chicken for
protein. For vegetarians, they make
a chickpea falafel pita filled with
red cabbage, hummus, cucumbertomato salad and lemon tahini
dressing.
If you want to feed the whole
family, Daphne’s offers a family
feast special for $34.99 offering
diners the option to select two proteins, two sides, a sauce and pita
bread.
Proteins include hand-carved
gyro that is lean, tender and melts in
your mouth, or grilled chicken or
falafel. For $4.99 extra, you can
select grilled steak, seasonal fish or
shrimp skewers.
Select from side dishes that
include seasoned basmati rice,
Greek salad, french fries, tabbouleh, cucumber-tomato salad,
roasted vegetables or pita chips.
Sauces include tzatziki, hummus or,
for $2.99 extra, fire feta.
The menu also features a Mix &
Match plate that includes two pro-

photo courtesy of Daphne’s

Bring home Daphne’s Strawberry Salad to eat outside during a summer
picnic.

teins, a Greek side salad, seasoned
basmati rice, tzatziki and pita. I
ordered the grilled Mediterranean
fish plate that had half of a grilled
lemon and fresh herbs sprinkled on
top. Accompanying this entrée was
a Greek side salad, seasoned basmati rice, tzatziki and pita slices.
They also offer a Surf & Turf plate
that includes grilled shrimp and
steak skewers served on a bed of
seasoned basmati rice with roasted
vegetables, tzatziki and pita bread.
For vegetarians, there is a plate of
tabbouleh,
chickpea
falafel,
spanakopita, hummus, Greek side
salad, tzatziki and sliced pita.
For kids, they have four menu
items that come with seasoned basmati rice and warm pita for $5.99.
Kids can select hand-carved gyro,
grilled chicken, chickpea falafel or
cheese pita pizza. On Sundays, kids
eat for free when an adult entree is

purchased.
Save room for their crispy baklava phyllo dough drizzled with
honey and chopped walnuts for
dessert.
Daphne’s has also partnered with
Uber Eats, Postmates, Grubhub and
DoorDash to deliver fresh
Mediterranean cuisine to your door.
What I like most about Daphne’s
Mediterranean-inspired fare is the
menu offers healthy items that
appeal to everyone seeking a lowfat, low-carb, high protein diet, as
well as for those vegetarian, vegan
and gluten-free diets. $-$$
7100 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste
130, West Hollywood, (323)9698225. Take a drive and visit other
Daphne’s Restaurant locations at
3573 East Foothill Blvd., Pasadena,
(626)351-5005; or 2700 Marine
Ave., #109, Redondo Beach,
(310)355-0535.

Mmm...Pastram
mi
piled oh so hig
gh!

TTaakee Out & Deliveery
available 24 hourrs!
Phone in an order and
we’ll have it ready for pick u
up!
Or get it delivered through Postm
mates!
Our deli, bakery and all
of your favorites are available!
Since 1931

Wo
W
orld Famous, Aw
waarrd
d Winning R
Reestaurant • Deli • Bak
keery • Bar

419 N. Fairfax
a Av
ve
e. (323) 65
51-2030
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Concerts on Canon, Greystone
Slow down for this week’s LACMA @ Home
performances will air on Channel 10
The Arts & Culture Division of
the city of Beverly Hills’
Community Services Department is
expanding its programming to
Beverly Hills Television, Channel
10, bringing viewers the community’s beloved summer concerts
series, Concerts on Canon, in the
comfort of their homes.
Concerts on Canon will air every
Thursday at 7 p.m. from Aug. 6
through Sept. 10. Fans will be entertained by their favorite bands,
including Rod Lightning and the
Thunderbolts of Love playing rock
’n’ roll classics, the Hodads performing surf music and the OC3
Classic giving viewers a listen to the
past with rock ’n’ roll music from
the 1970s to the 1990s.
“We are excited to bring a wide
breadth of arts and culture programming to the community during this
time. We hope you enjoy watching
these wonderful performances in
the comfort of your own home, until
we can meet again in person,” said
Kristin Buhagiar, recreation services manager for the Arts &
Culture Division.
Since 2009, the Community
Services Department has been
bringing free, weekly, live outdoor
summer concerts to thousands of
people. While all events have been
canceled due to the novel coronavirus, the Community Services
Department continues to provide
programming, classes, summer

camps and events to people through
live and taped online services and
television broadcasts.
“Enjoy the best of Arts & Culture
in August,” Community Services
Director Jenny Rogers said. “We are
thrilled to showcase the best local
performers in a beautiful outdoor
setting courtesy of the city of
Beverly Hills and BHTV.”
In addition to Concerts on Canon,
a series of performances will be
brought to viewers from the recently
restored 1928 historic Greystone
Theatre at Greystone Mansion and
Gardens. To be aired on Beverly
Hills Television Channel 10 at 7:30
p.m. every Monday in August, the
Greystone Theatre Performances
lineup includes actor Stephen
Tobolowsky, who will read from the
Stephen Tobolowsky Files; poetry
reading from Los Angeles poet
Suzanne Lummis; flamenco guitar
music with Los Angeles native and
multi-talented musician Mark
Gutierrez; and music with professional harpist Bonnie Mohr from
Los Angeles.
For information, visit beverlyhills.org/bhtv. For complete schedule and artist biographies for
Concerts on Canon, visit beverlyhills.org/concertsoncanon.
Greystone Theatre Performance
schedule and artist biographies can
be viewed at beverlyhills. org/greystonetheatre. For information, call
(310)285-6830.

L.A. Master Chorale announces 2021-22 season
The Los Angeles Master Chorale
will postpone its originally scheduled 2020-21 season at Walt Disney
Concert Hall to the 2021-22 season
due to the pandemic.
As a result, changes to the previously announced repertoire may be
necessary and details will be
announced at a later date.
In addition, the L.A. Master
Chorale will extend its contract for
Grant Gershon, Kiki & David
Gindler artistic director, through the
2024-25 season.

“Grant is one of our generation’s
greatest choral conductors,” said
Jean Davidson, president and CEO.
“We are thrilled that Grant will continue to build his legacy with us.”
Subscriptions for the postponed
2020-21 will still be honored for
2021-22, and refunds are also available. If ticket buyers opt to keep
their subscriptions for 2021-22,
they will keep their assigned seats
and will be exempt from any price
increases. For information, visit
lamasterchorale.org

Rosewood STEM Magnet
Urban Planning
& Urban Design
We n Our Students!

NOW ENROLLING!
Be part of groundbreaking history and enroll at the first
urban planning and urban design STEM magnet in LAUSD.
Rosewood is a community that nurtures the whole child
and though a STEM, it has many pathways to meet your
child’s needs and interests.
Limited
2nd Grade spots
available!

Contact our main office for guidance
with the application process.

Your child may be eligible for transportation.
Visit www.rosewoodelementary.org or call (323)651-0166

503 N. Croft Avenue Los Angeles, CA 90048

This week, the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art’s online
platform, LACMA @ Home, asked
visitors to lessen their pace and to
pay attention to its featured art.
LACMA @ Home highlighted a
short film on Art + Technology Lab
grant recipient Carl Cheng’s
process of working with tar in his
artistic practice. Artist Cheng leverages technology to “model nature,
its processes and effects for a future
environment that may be completely made by humans,” his artist
statement said. Inspired by the La
Brea Tar Pits, the Art + Technology
Lab grant recipient developed a
maquette of a large-scale kinetic
sculpture where visitors could
observe the phenomenon of moving art.
Today, explore Leimert Park,
known as one of the centers of both
historical and contemporary
African-American art, music and
culture in L.A., through a virtual
tour at 7 p.m.
Patrisse Cullors, activist, artist
and co-founder of Black Lives
Matter, Kaya Dantzle, co-lead

photo by Pete Galindo

“Leimert Park Live!” explores the historical and contemporary AfricanAmerican art, music and culture in L.A.

organizer of “We Love Leimert,”
artist Alison Saar and others will
lead the Leimert Park tours.
The museum also offers a lesson
on how to animate your own flip
book through Make Art @ Home.
Children are instructed to draw a
series of shapes or images that
change slightly from each previous
drawing for the flip book. The
result is an optical illusion of
movement.
Inspired by the collection of
artist Eadweard Muybridge’s “The
Amble: One Stride in Eleven

Phases,” from his series Animal
Locomotion, the video can be
watched on the museum’s
YouTube channel.
Lastly, LACMA will present a
film screening of Maya Daisy
Hawke’s “Stupeur Narcissique” via
YouTube on July 31 at 5 p.m. This
is a thematic pairing with
LACMA’s exhibition of “Luchita: I
Live, I Die, I Will Be Reborn,” a
screening focused on the corporality and experiential context that
inform the gaze of the artist.
For information, visit lacma.org.

Getty Museum publishes ‘Off the Wall’ book
In March, the Getty Museum created a challenge for
artists and non-artist to recreate some of its famous artworks from its collection from Van Gogh’s “Starry
Night” to Frida Kahlo’s self-portraits.
While the COVID-19 stopped most daily activities
and travel restricted as countries issued shelter-in-place
orders, it didn’t stop more than 100,000 to participate in
Getty’s challenge. Inspired by prompts from the Getty
and other museums, individuals from all over the world
raided toy chests, repurposed pantry items, enlisted
family, roommates and animals created art.
Abundantly illustrated, the Getty’s published book
“Off the Walls: Inspired Re-Creations of Iconic
Artworks,” celebrated these imaginative recreations
and the book is a reminder of the power of art during
unprecedented times.
“We are endless grateful for the internet’s embrace of
this challenge,” said Annelisa Stephan, assistant director of digital content at the Getty, and Sarah Waldorf,
social media lead at the Getty, in the preface of the
book. “It speaks to the power of art to bond us together.
Art invites us into the experience of others and connects us with our shared past. In isolation, a sense of
community is sacred.”

photo courtesy of the Getty Museum

On left, an artwork of Édouard Manet’s “Jeanne
(Spring)” in 1881, and to the right is the recreation of
the artwork by Jeannette Hulick.

Getty Publications will donate all profits from the
sale of this book to an artist relief fund, an emergency
initiative offering resources to artists across the United
States.
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West Coast Jewish Theatre presents ‘Fugu’

photo by Jose Herrera

Arena Cinelounge Sunset offers drive-in screenings for people in need
of a break from their homes while staying safe.

Cinelounge theater reopens
with drive-in screenings
Arena Cinelounge Sunset, located at 6464 Sunset Blvd., has
received permission from local
authorities to reopen and offer
drive-in screenings on its parking
lot.
The theater will show two films
a night, tickets and refreshments
can be purchased in advanced, and
a maximum of 40 cars will be
allowed entrance for each screening. Drive-in movie screenings
will continue amid the coronavirus
pandemic until authorities permit
indoor showings.
Arena Cinelounge Sunset will
show “Retaliation” and “Most
Wanted” through July 30, and each
week the theater will swap out its
film offerings.
Ludwig and Paul Shammasian
directed the thriller “Retaliation.”
The film stars Orlando Bloom,
Janet Montgomery, Anne Reid,
Charlie Creed-Miles, Alex Ferns,
Kyle Rees and film tells the story
of an adult victim of childhood
sexual abuse as the protagonist
confronts the horrors of their past.
“Most Wanted” is a Edinburgh
International Film Festival awardwinner. The film was written and
directed by Daniel Roby.
The biography-thriller film stars
Josh Hartnett, Jim Gaffigan,
Antoine-Oliver Pilon, Stephen
McHattie, J.C. MacKenzie, RoseMarie Perreault, and it was

Everyone in for
stories from the
frontline
Everyone In and Stories from
the Frontline presents a virtual
storytelling event featuring a
Black Lives Matter Los Angeles
organizer, TK Flory, and South
L.A. residents sharing personal
stories of housing instability and
advocacy.
Hundreds of people will come
together to hear expert advocates and formerly unhoused
residents tell their stories to provide insight on the effect systemic racism has on housing,
and possible solutions to end
homelessness today at noon via
a livestream.
For information, visit everyoneinla.org/event/sftf-south-la20200730.

inspired by real events that took
place in 1998.
“Most Wanted” follows three
interconnected stories: a former
heroin junkie who gets trapped by
a criminal organization in order to
set up a drug deal in Thailand; an
undercover cop who’s humiliated
and decides to take a short cut to
enhance the performance of his
team; and an investigative reporter
who’s forced to reevaluate his core
convictions and maverick method
after the birth of his first child.
Arena Cinelounge Sunset,
known for screening new independent film, horror and genre cinema, welcomes all to its outdoor
drive-in.
Admission is $30 per vehicle
and $20 per motorcycle for each
film. Arena Cinelounge now offers
its subscription app which provides deals in Los Angeles for seeing new movies.
For information, visit arenascreen.com.

While theaters are closed amid
the coronavirus pandemic, and
rather than waiting months until
everything reopens, the West Coast
Jewish Theatre has made several of
its visual records of past productions accessible online.
The organization’s 2017 world
premiere production of “Fugu” can
be watched on YouTube for free at
youtu.be/R-xUdVDqZCk.
“Fugu” is suggested by true
events set at a time prior to the
United States’ entry into World
War II. As a result of efforts of
Japanese
diplomat
Chiune
Sugihara, 6,000 Lithuanian Jews
were rescued from the clutches of
Nazis and relocated to Kobe,
Japan.
Colonel Nohiro Yasue Japan’s
minister of foreign affairs, is stationed in Kobe. The newly settled
Jews establish a community, but
their safety may be short-lived as
the Gestapo’s Colonel Josef
Meisinger, also known as the
Butcher of Warsaw, is a Nazi liaison at the German Embassy who is
intent on seeing no Jews escape
alive.
Yasue has devised a scheme with
the objective that Japan and
America do not end up in war.
Meisinger, intent on eliminating
the Jews of Kobe, reminds Yasue

photo by Michael Lamont/courtesy of the West Coast Jewish Theatre

Scott K. Takeda, who plays Setsuzo Jotsuji, and Rosie Moss, who plays
Sarah Kaufman, share a special moment during a performance of
“Fugu.”

of Japan’s treaty with Germany and
Italy, and he demands his cooperation. But Yasue is a man of honor
and the Jews are under his sworn
protection.
The cast for “Fugu” includes
Peter Altschuler, Warren Davis,
Matt Gotlieb, Marcel Licera, Kaz
Matamura, Ryan Moriarity, Rosie

Moss, Scott Keiji Takeda and
Bryna Weiss.
Although the online presentation
of “Fugu” is free, the West Coast
Jewish Theatre, a nonprofit organization, accepts voluntary donations
in support of its ongoing creative
endeavors.
For information, visit wcjt.org.

Festival focuses on works by diverse filmmakers
The Los Angeles Diversity Film
Festival runs from Tuesday, Aug. 4,
through Sunday, Aug. 20, highlighting narratives and experiences
of those who have received less
attention while celebrating the
power of storytelling and filmmaking.
Due to COVID-19, the 2020 film
festival will be held entirely online
at ladff.com. The traditional in-person model has been altered into a
media-rich, month-long streamfrom-home festival. Filmmakers
from around the world will inspire,
embrace and empower each other.
Organizers hope the online festival
reach a wider audience and help

amplify voices around the world.
The Los Angeles Diversity Film
Festival features 57 official selections from 17 countries. Women
directed 54% of the films to be
shown during the festival, and
61.4% of the films were directed
by people of color.
“LADFF has always strived to
program films that showcase both
the beauty and ugliness in the

world in order to inspire people to
get together and make this the best
world it can be,” Festival Director
Sonja Mereu said. “Right now,
more than any time we can remember, the ugliness of the world is
laid bare for everyone to see and
people are actively trying to radically re-envision what our future
will be.”
For information, visit ladff.com.
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Party online with WeHo Live! every Friday
The city of West Hollywood
invites the community to tune in to
the WeHo Live! Virtual DJ music
series, which will take place each
Friday evening at 6 p.m. online
through September.
The virtual series kicks off on
July 31 at 6 p.m. with the Perry
Twins, identical twins based in
Los Angeles who have played at
the White Parties in Bangkok and
Palm Springs, Winter Parry
Miami, NYC Pride Pier Dance,
Infinita Madrid, clubs, parties and
pride festivals around the world.
Doug and Derek spin regularly
at the Chapel and the Abbey in
West Hollywood. The Perry Twins
have reached #1 on Billboard with
songs they write and produce, as
well as remixes they’ve produced
for Calvin Harris, Dua Lipa, Janet

Jackson, Troye Sivan, Jennifer
Lopez, Beyoncé, Kelly Clarkson,
Christina Aguilera and Rihanna.
On Aug. 7, WeHo Live! will
feature artists Lady Sinclair and
Ian Sloane. Lady Sinclair is a
much sought-after party DJ and
producer booked for her skills.
Sloane is a highly talented musician turned DJ who brings his
mastery of music to his DJ performance.
On Aug. 14, artist d. painter will
entertain West Hollywood residents. He is an L.A.-based DJ who
has developed his brand working
his way through clubs from Santa
Monica to downtown Los Angeles
and weekly on the airwaves of
KPFK 90.7 FM.
On Aug. 21, DJ Casey Alva, the
multi-award winning, Billboard-

charting dance producer for
Madonna, Pet Shop Boys, Sam
Smith and Kiss, will perform for
WeHo Live!.
DJ JADABOO, the resident DJ
for the R&B party 143 at the
Echoplex, will showcase her
music knowledge on Aug. 28.
DJ Ivan Mariscal, an active
force in the LGBTQ community
for more than 20 years and who
has donated his DJ services to
Pride festivals in Southern and
Northern California, will end
WeHo Live! Virtual DJ music
series.
The City of West Hollywood’s
2020 WeHo Live! series is organized by the City of West
Hollywood’s Arts Division
For
information,
visit
weho.org/weholive.

Colburn School appoints new chief financial officer
Sel Kardan, president and chief
executive officer of the Colburn
School, announced the appointment
of Maeesha Merchant as chief
financial officer and vice president
of business development.
As a member of the senior leadership team, she will ensure the financial health of the institution, develop
and implement fiscal management,
and report strategies across the
school. Merchant will also lead the
effort to develop new business and
revenue opportunities for the
school, work cross-departmentally
and in close coordination with the
president and CEO and board of
directors.
“Maeesha Merchant brings
tremendous experience in both the
nonprofit and for-profit sectors,
including expertise in strategic planning and the development of new
business models,” Kardan said.
“This background, along with her
passions for innovation and education, will be invaluable as the
Colburn School continues its commitment to accessible excellence in
performing arts education and pur-

sues strategic investment that will
create additional resilience for the
institution in the years ahead.”
Prior to joining Colburn School,
Merchant served as the senior vice
president of finance and operations,
chief financial officer and chief
innovation officer at the California
Institute of the Arts. She oversaw
global initiatives, finance and
accounting, analytics and IT, operations, facilities and human
resources.
An active member of the National
Association of College and
University Business Officers,
Merchant was honored with the
2020 Service to NACUBO Award
for her contributions to the association’s professional development
programs.
Merchant graduated Magna Cum
Laude from the Jerome Fisher
Management and Technology program at the University of
Pennsylvania with three degrees in
finance, biomedical science and
international relations.
“When reflecting upon the future
of education, I imagine a future that
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breaks barriers, socioeconomic and
racial barriers to a world-class education, as well as, structural barriers
between K-12, higher education and
adult learning,” Merchant said.
“The Colburn School portrays this
future by embracing both access
and lifelong learning.”
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“The Under Presents: Tempest” is available on YouTube and requires a
virtual Oculus head set.

Experience the theater
through virtual reality
Actor Deirdre Lyons has
assumed the role of Prospero in the
live, immersive theatrical production of “The Under Presents:
Tempest,” available for viewing
with an Oculus virtual reality
headset on Oculus Quest and
Oculus Rift, now through Sept. 30.
Performances of “The Under
Presents: Tempest” begin weekdays on the hour from 4-7 p.m. and
weekends from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
“Virtual reality is part of the
future of storytelling, and this production gives a great example for
how VR and live theater can successfully come together,” said
Lyons. “During this time of social
distancing, VR is emerging as an
alternate way for audiences to
experience live theater.”
“The Under Presents: Tempest”
is a creation of award-winning art
and games studio Tender Claws.
The show is a combination
between an immersive theatrical
experience led by live professional
actors and VR gaming. Audiences
perform magic with Prospero, and
together they can create a timeless
tale of love and revenge.

The show is loosely based on
Shakespeare’s “The Tempest” and
it runs for 40 minutes. Lyons is one
of 11 actors who rotate in the role
of Prospero.
“All of our shows are a bit different,” she said. “We start from a
script, but the new personalize it.
So that it makes it fun for multiple
returns.”
Best known for her work in
immersive productions, Lyons
was part of the original cast of JFI
Productions’ “The Willows,”
which was produced three times
due to its popularity. She also
appeared in “Freakin’ Weekend,”
a VR film from Amaze
Productions.
Tickets can be purchased in
advance, with a limited number of
day-of tickets available on a firstcome basis. Tickets are $14.99
and can be purchased at the
Oculus in-app box office, and
include permanent access to “The
Under” multiplayer space.
An Oculus Quest or Oculus Rift
VR headset is required to view the
show. For information, visit tenderclaws.com/tempest.

Organization cancels arts and
Petersen provides fun, online car education for kids dance festival amid COVID-19
While the Petersen Automotive
Museum is temporarily closed due
to the coronavirus, museum staff
have compiled educational programming for young children.
The museum is offering
“Hammertime
Education
Activities” which include videos,
coloring pages and building activities all about the world of automobiles.
The educational videos are
livestreamed daily and hosted out
of the Rob and Melani Walton
Discovery Center, and they are
available on the museum’s website
at
petersen.org/educationallivestream.
Museum staff educate viewers
on a variety of topics such as “How
to Build a Balloon Car,”
“Storytime! Race Car Dreams,” a
lesson on “Areodynamics |
Everything You NEED to know”
and more.
Coloring pages are accessible at
petersen.org/coloring-activities.
Parents can download coloring
pages of race cars that are in the
museum’s collections like the 1972
De Tomaso Pantera or 1966
Volkswagen Beetle.
There are numerous building
activities that teach children how to
build their own racecar, race course
and learn about all things automo-
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Petersen Automotive Museum offers fun for kids.

tive. All lessons are accessible and
are easy to download at
petersen.org/building-activities.
The museum also released a new
video called “We Discovered
Hypercar Heaven | Ferrari, Bugatti,
Porsche” at the museum’s
YouTube channel. This will be a
two-part video series exploring car
enthusiast Bill Swanson’s car collection.
The first video explored
Swanson’s
supercars
which
include the Ferrari F40, Ferrari
F50, Enzo, LaFerrari, Alperta,
Ferrari TDF, Porsche Carrera GT,

Porsche 918 Spyder, Ford GT,
2020 FT and Bugatti Veyron. The
second video will highlight
Swanson’s classic cars and will be
available at a later date.
The
Petersen Automotive
Museum is also preparing for its
upcoming digital car week. It will
run from Aug. 1-10 and Aug. 1216. Car enthusiasts from around the
world will showcase their love of
cars and those who participate will
be able to build community while
staying safe at home.
For information, visit the
petersen.org.

The Short + Sweet Hollywood
Festival 2020 was canceled due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, but
organizers will announce plans
for future events, said festival
director Nick Hardcastle.
Short + Sweet festival typically
showcased short form theater,
film, dance and more. There are
different versions of the festival
presented in 35 cities in 10 countries around the world.
Short + Sweet Hollywood celebrated one of its most successful
festivals in its four years in Los
Angeles in 2019, featuring open
English language entries from as
far as Dubai and Australia, Latinx
entries from across the U.S.,
Mexico, Spain, Venezuela and
Colombia, and the addition of a
LGBTQ+ program.
“It is with great regret that we
have had to cancel Short + Sweet
2020,” Hardcastle said. “While
we have vigorously tried to innovate over the last four months to
ensure that we could welcome
you all back to the festival this
year, recent spikes in COVID-19
cases in California, and the
responsive measures taken have
forced us to concede that bringing
our community of artists and
audiences in to the theatre simply

won’t be possible this year.”
He added organizers of the
event will bring some special
online events to keep fans of
Short + Sweet connected through
their partners at NBC, Argentum
studios and their Short + Sweet’s
literary team .
Jandiz Estrada Cordoso, senior
director of talent development
inclusion, and Grace Moss, director of talent development and
inclusion for NBC Entertainment,
will host a discussion with
Hardcastle on Sept. 10.
Alex Broun, Short + Sweet
international literary manager,
will lead a free lab in writing a
ten-minute play. Hardcastle said
the workshop will be an opportunity for people to submit in next
year’s event.
All plays submitted for 2020
will be considered for the next
festival and all future festivals
around the world will resume
production again once it is safe.
Short + Sweet Film Festival
will also not go ahead as planned,
but all films submitted will be eligible for consideration when the
festival returns next year.
For information, visit shortandsweet.org/festivals/shortsweet-theatre-hollywood-2020.
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L.A. County secures $17 million to revitalize parks
July is Parks Make Life Better
month, which highlights local
parks, recreation, trails, open
space and facilities as critical
infrastructure for Californians
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. As part of Parks Make
Life Better month, the Los
Angeles County Department of
Parks and Recreation is launching
re:Play, an unprecedented initiative to invest nearly $17 million
in the county’s most historically
underserved, highest-need communities, as designated by the
Countywide
Park
Needs
Assessment.
Re:Play will revitalize more
than 75 aging play areas in 30
parks across the county. The initiative will directly impact over 1
million people living near a county park, including hundreds of
thousands of people living in
poverty. These improvements will
transform play areas throughout
several unincorporated communities including Lennox, FlorenceFirestone, East Los Angeles,
Littlerock, Rowland Heights,
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Willowbrook and West Athens
Re:Play is made possible by the
California voter’s passage of
Proposition
68:
California
Drought, Water, Parks, Climate,
Coastal Protection and Outdoor
Access for All Act in 2018, which
was an important step to correct
decades of insufficient investments in parks, particularly in
high-need vulnerable communities.
The California Department of
Parks
and
Recreation’s
Proposition 68 Per Capita Grant
Program provides funding to
local government agencies to
support the rehabilitation, creation and improvement of local
parks to address equitable access
to quality parks and outdoor
recreation.
“I am incredibly excited to
announce re:Play, thanks to the
support of California State Parks
and the Proposition 68 grant program, as a way to renew, refresh,
restore, replace and revitalize
play areas at county parks,
specifically located in vulnerable
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communities. This funding will
allow L.A. County Parks to
invest in play spaces for youth
and will bring to life our mission
to serve as stewards of parklands,
build healthy and resilient communities and advance social equity and cohesion. As the COVID19 pandemic has reminded us,
parks are vital to the emotional,
social and physical wellness and
vitality of our communities.
There’s never been a better time
for L.A. County Parks’ re:Play
initiative to directly support our
most vulnerable youth and neighbors,” Los Angeles County
Department of Parks and
Recreation Director Norma E.
García said.
According to researchers, park
renovations such as those
planned with the re:Play program
can dramatically increase population health outcomes and create
safer, more welcoming places for
people to engage in a healthy
activity.
For
information,
visit
parks.lacounty.gov.
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Grammy Museum restructures leadership to
expand its music education and online programs
The
Grammy
Museum
announced a senior staff reorganization, including the creation of
three key senior leadership positions.
Key features of the restructure
will allow for an expansion of the
Grammy Museum’s education
department and its national music
education programs such as
Grammy Camp.
David Sears was appointed as the
museum’s new vice president of
education for Grammy in the
Schools. Hilary Fahlsing was
appointed as the vice president of
finance and administration and
Lynne Sheridan was promoted to
vice president of artist relations,
programs and content.
Sears, Fahlsing and Sheridan will
report to Michael Sticka, Grammy
Museum president.
“As president of the Grammy
Museum, it is my responsibility to
ensure that everything we do helps
to further our mission of celebrating
our musical heritage and increasing
access to music education, which is
why we find it crucial to expand our
education and digital initiatives,”
Sticka said. “I’m thrilled to have
Hilary, David and Lynne join
Grammy Museum COO Rita
George on our expanded leadership
team to continue enriching the
impact of the museum and our programs in Los Angeles, nationally
and digitally.”

Fahlsing will be responsible for
the fiscal management of the museum including finance and accounting, legal, human resources and
insurance/risk management. She
will also serve as a staff liaison to
the board of directors.
Sears will be responsible for the
museum’s Grammy Camp, the
Music Educator Award, careerbased education programs, as well
as growing the museum’s regional
and national education programs
and initiatives.
Sheridan will continue to run the
museum’s popular public programs, as well as oversee its first
digital content department. She will
also continue to lead artist relations
and manage the production team.
On Aug 1, the three of them will
begin their new duties.
Fahlsing joined the Grammy
Museum in 2018 and has more than
a decade of experience in nonprofit
finance, administration and operations. Sears has been a part of the
Recording Academy for more than
25 years and involved with the
development and implementation
of
the
former
Grammy
Foundation’s national education
initiatives such as Grammy in the
Schools, Grammy Career Day,
Grammy SoundChecks and more.
With a 30-year music industry
career, Sheridan has been with the
Grammy Museum since its inception in 2007. At the museum,

Sheridan created its well-known
public programs series, booking
and producing nearly 1,000 artist
interviews and performances, film
screenings, and panel discussion
with artists such as Andrea Bocelli,
Brandi Carlile, Common, Public
Enemy, Haim and more.
For information, visit the grammymuseum.org.
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Two new hires join the California
African American Museum
The California African American
Museum announced the addition of
two new staff members in key curatorial positions.
Taylor Renee Aldridge was
appointed as the visual arts curator
and program manager, and Susan
D. Anderson was appointed as the
history curator and program manager.
“At this moment of great uncertainty for many cultural institutions,
when museums have had to close
their doors to the public, and some
are facing layoffs or reckoning with
institutional racism, it is all the
more meaningful that we are able to
welcome onto our team these extraordinary curators,” said Cameron
Shaw, deputy director and chief
curator of CAAM.
Aldridge will commence her
new position in August. She has
organized critically acclaimed
exhibitions with the Detroit
Institute of Arts, Detroit Artists
Market, Cranbrook Art Museum
and the Luminary in St. Louis. In
2015, along with art critic Jessica
Lynne,
she
co-founded
ARTS.BLACK, an influential
journal of art criticism for Black
perspectives.
Her writings appeared in
“Artforum,”
“The
Art
Newspaper,”
“Art21,”
“ARTNews,” “Canadian Art,”
“Contemporary And,” Detroit
Metro Times and San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art’s “Open
Space.”
She was also the recipient of
the 2016 Creative Capital | Andy
Warhol Foundation Arts Writers
Grant for Short Form Writing and
the 2019 Rabkin Foundation

Award for Art Journalism. She
earned a master of arts in liberal
studies from Harvard University
with a concentration in museum
studies.
Anderson joined the CAAM
staff in July from the California
Historical Society, where she was
director of public programs. She
was interim chief curator at the
African American Museum &
Library at Oakland.
Prior to that time, she was a
curator at UCLA Library Special
Collections, where she acquired
several landmark collections
including the Miriam Matthews
Photography Collection, the
records of “SOUL” magazine, the
photographs of Walter L. Gordon,
the personal papers of Ivan J.
Houston who was the president of
Golden State Mutual Life
Insurance Company and former
Congresswoman Diane Watson.
As principal and founder of
Memory House, Anderson provided public history and curatorial consulting to a variety of
clients including the city of
Berkeley, the National Park
Service, Golden State Recreation
area and more.
“We are delighted to welcome
Susan and Taylor to CAAM,” said
George Davis, executive director
of CAAM. “Each brings a wealth
of experience and an exciting
vision to their respective positions. I am confident that they will
be instrumental in propelling
CAAM’s trajectory as a vital hub
for examining African-American
art, history and culture.”
For information, visit caammuseum.org.

Red Cross seeks volunteers as wildfire season nears
Experts from the American
Red Cross Los Angeles Region
said they expect a busy wildfire
season this summer and the organization needs the community’s
help volunteering at its shelters.
“Los Angeles is in a position to
face a huge disaster with wildfire
season and COVID-19 both hitting the community at the same
time. We have analyzed the situation and we need help,” said
Joselito Garcia-Ruiz, regional
disaster program office. “We
need the community’s help.”
Garcia-Ruiz added the first
step is to ensure that individuals
and their loved and your loved
ones are prepared, so that volunteers can be available to step up
and serve your community. Then
sign up to train as a Red Cross
volunteer and answer the call to
help if the need arises in L.A.

County.”
If someone is a registered
nurse, licensed practical nurse,
licensed vocational nurse, an
advanced practice nurse, nurse
practitioner, an emergency medical technician, paramedic,
MD/MO or a physician assistant
with an active, current and unencumbered license, the Red Cross
seeks their support. Volunteers
are needed in shelters to help
access people’s health.
Daily observation and health
screening for COVID-19-like illness among shelter residents may
also be required. Registered nurses supervise all clinical tasks.
Roles are also available for
certified nursing assistants, certified home health aides, student
nurses and medical students.
The Red Cross seeks volunteers who can provide care as

delegated by a licensed nurse in
shelters. This work could include
assisting with activities of daily
living, personal assistance services, providing health education
and helping to replace medications, durable medical equipment
or consumable medical supplies.
Red Cross shelters are in need
of help, too, because of COVID19. The Red Cross is placing
those needing a safe place to stay
in an emergency hotel lodging
when possible. If hotel stays
aren’t possible, the organization
will open traditional shelters.
In addition, the Red Cross is
seeking volunteers to care for
animals that may be escaping
from a wildfire.
For information, visit redcross.org/local/california/losangeles/about/us/ourwork/covid-la.html.
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Car enthusiasts prepare for Petersen’s Car Week
The Petersen Automotive
Museum released its complete
schedule of events and list of
judges for Petersen Car Week
which will take place from Aug.
12-16
The weeklong event will feature
over 25 hours of original content.
Viewers can tune in daily to watch
original content from manufacturers, enthusiasts, automotive
lifestyle events and auction houses. Videos will be broken apart
into hour-long episodes that will
premiere on Petersen's YouTube
channel.
Keeping with the museum’s
Monterey Car Week tradition, the
event will begin by McCall’s
Motorworks Revival and include a
live auction hosted by Bring a
Trailer. Gunther Werks and BMW
will debut vehicles, while Dount
Media, the Torque Show and Top
Gear BBC will premiere neverbefore-seen video content on Aug.
12.
On Aug. 13, museum staff will
showcase the T.50 supercar by
Gordon Murray Design, and host a
discussion led by Canepa
Motorsports.
There will be three virtual car
shows hosted by Legend of the
Autobahn, Porsche Owners Club
of America and “The Quail, a
Motorsports Gathering,” which
will be presenting the Spirit of
“The Quail” award to an entrant
vehicle that best represents the
iconic Monterey lifestyle event, on
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Petersen Automotive will offer an assortment of car related events and
activities including its “Future Collector Car Show” during its upcoming
Car Week in August.

Aug. 14.
On Aug. 15, there will be two
virtual shows — Concorso Italiano
and Exotics on Broadway — and
celebrations of motorsports history
with Sonoma Speed Festival and
WeatherTech Raceway Laguna
Seca.
Sonoma Speed Festival will
debut POV track footage from its
2019
event.
WeatherTech
Raceway Laguna Seca will premiere “A Lap Through the Ages,”
which will highlight laps of the
famed circuit from different eras
of racing.
On Aug. 16, the final day of
events will feature the Petersen
Concours d’Elegance, the museum’s take on virtual concours.

Dodgers fan cutout program
to unleash pups at the park
In lieu of live fans, Major
League Baseball teams are filling their ballparks with cutouts
of fans, and Dodger fans and dog
owners can now purchase a Los
Angeles Dodgers fan cutout for
their dog.
With over 4,500 fan cutouts
sold so far, the Los Angeles
Dodgers will launch Pups at the
Park presented by Lucy Pet
Foods, a special section just for
its four-legged fans. For $149,
fans can include their dogs in
loge sections 143 and 145. Net
proceeds from the sale of cutouts
will benefit the Los Angeles
Dodgers Foundation.
Fans are encouraged to act
quickly at dodgers.com/fancutouts to reserve their spot for
their dog at Dodger Stadium, as
only a limited number of locations are available.
“The cutouts have been a
tremendous success and provide
a colorful boost to the stadium,”
said Nichol Whiteman, CEO of
the Los Angeles Dodgers
Foundation. “The fans reflect the
power of the Dodger community
as we raise funds for crucial pro-

grams to help Angelenos during
these challenging times.”
Since the launch of the fan
cutouts
program,
nearly
$800,000 in net proceeds have
already been raised in support of
the Los Angeles Dodgers
Foundation. All Los Angeles
Dodgers Fan Cutouts will be
authenticated as game-used
through the MLB Authentication
Program. The cutouts are made
of Coroplast, a weatherproof
material, and are 18 inches wide
by 30 inches tall. Images are
subject to Dodgers approval.
Based on the health circumstances created by the COVID19 pandemic along with governmental directives prohibiting
large
gatherings,
Dodger
Stadium will be unable to host
fans at the start of the season, but
the organization remains optimistic, and should circumstances
change, the Dodgers reserve the
right to relocate or remove fan
cutouts in the event that tickets
go on sale for the 2020 season.
All sales are final.
For
information,
visit
dodgers.com.

CineArte festival canceled because
of COVID-19, will return in 2021
The Los Angeles LGBT Center
has announced the cancellation of
the 7th annual CineArte festival of
the queer Latinx community due to
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
The popular event was scheduled to have been held on Aug. 23 and include film screenings, dig-

ital media, art installations and
musical performances. The 2020
program was to be the first collaboration between the Center and
Outfest.
Plans call for the CineArte festival to return in 2021. For information, visit lalgbtcenter.org.

A panel of notable car enthusiasts and collectors will judge the
concours. Ford will also unveil a
new variant of the Ford GT, while
Peter Mullin, Dennis Varni, David
lee and Barris Kustoms will offer
garage tours.
“As Petersen Car Week presented by Michelin draws nearer, we
would like to thank our partners
for helping us capture the essence
of Monterey Car Week virtually,”
said Terry Karges, Petersen executive director. “Although we’d
much rather be gathered together,
the week will deliver all of the passion and allure of the August event
know and love.”
For
information,
visit
petersen.org.

Red Cross Los Angeles welcomes
new CEO Joanne Nowlin
The American Red Cross Los
Angeles Region announced on
July 23 that Joanne Nowlin has
been named the new CEO of the
region, which serves 10 million
residents in 88 cities across Los
Angeles County. Nowlin, a
Florida native, has been with the
Red Cross for three years, previously serving as the CEO of the
South Florida Region.
“I am honored to take the
helm of this dynamic region and
help guide its mission to support
our diverse communities in
preparing for and recovering
from natural and man-made disasters,” Nowlin said. “I’m a
Florida native, so I have seen the
critical role the Red Cross plays
in helping residents through disasters, big and small.”
Prior to joining the Red Cross
in 2017, Nowlin was the director
of development and the head of
fundraising at Florida Atlantic
University's northern campuses.
She also served as the interim
CEO of the FAU Foundation.
As part of its humanitarian
mission, the Red Cross Los
Angeles Region provides emergency relief to residents impacted by disasters and supports our
service members and their families. It strives to make all local
communities and cultural
groups safer and more resilient
through collecting lifesaving
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blood, installing free smoke
alarms, teaching health and safety skills such as CPR, water
safety and first aid, and by
empowering its neighbors with
emergency preparedness skills.
As CEO for the Red Cross in
Los Angeles, Nowlin will oversee all Red Cross services
including leading the region as it
prepares for what is expected to
be a busy wildfire season during
COVID-19. Nowlin brings with
her a disaster response background successfully leading the
South Florida team through
Hurricane Irma and the Parkland
Shooting.
For information, visit redcross.org/la or cruzrojaamericana.org.

Virtual 2020 SELA Arts Festival celebrates local artists
The 3rd annual SELA Arts
Festival will be held as an online
event on Saturday, Aug. 1, from 4
to 8 p.m. Local artists will bring
the fun and creativity from past
festivals to viewers through social
media platforms.
The festival features online performances from musicians, DJs,
poets and dancers, including
Mother Rose and the Latinas Art

Foundation. Viewers can also see
artwork in a virtual gallery and
support local businesses by shopping with vendors.
“Art has always been a way of
expressing what is going on in
people’s lives, whether that is love
or hard times. Despite the new
coronavirus, it’s important that we
don’t abandon the SELA Arts
Festival and the opportunity it pro-

vides for people to connect with
our local culture and each other,”
said Assemblyman Anthony
Rendon, who is supporting the
program.
The 2020 festival will highlight
the stories and experiences of people with exhibitions and interactive family activities.
For information, visit selaartsfest.org.

Bogie’s Liquor
SUMMER FUN STARTS HERE!
Whether you’re
headed to the
beach, a BBQ
or just lounging
by the pool, ﬁnd all
your favorite
beverages at Bogies!
Wine • Spirits • Champagne • Beer • Kegs
Wear a Mask & Remember to Social Distance!

5753 Melrose Ave.
Corner of Melrose & Vine • (323) 469-1414
www.bogiesliquor.com
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Priceless performances make ‘Eurovision
Song Contest’ a fun summer film
Hard truth: Will Ferrell is wonderful, but most of his films are
anything but. Why remains a mystery on par with the appeal of Joe
Rogan. The push-and-pull of
mediocre Ferrell attempts to rear
its
curly-haired
head
in
“Eurovision Song Contest: The
Story of Fire Saga,” but preposterous parody pairs well with priceless performances to propel perishable plots.
The Eurovision Song Contest –
an actual televised competition
debuting in 1956 – features the
continent’s most promising music
talent. It’s like “American Idol”
with class and charm, and Lars
(Ferrell) yearns for his Icelandic
duo Fire Saga to grace that stage.
That’ll show all his naysayers,

especially a judgmental father
(Pierce Brosnan). Flashy sartorial
displays and Europop conflict with
his hometown’s fishing vocation.
Meanwhile, the other half of
Fire Saga, Sigrit (Rachel
McAdams), yearns for Lars, but
the amateur hopeful is too focused
on his music. They have one
chance to represent their town and
country, so they embark upon stardom with separate, but perhaps
converging, missions. If only a
slew of obstacles didn’t await.
At the top of the frenemy list is
Russian competitor Alexander
(Dan Stevens), a frontrunner
whose hit “Lion of Love” invokes
the stylings of the Gypsy punk
band Gogol Bordello, adding a
sprinkle of show-tune style. The

photo courtesy of Netflix

“Downton Abbey” veteran is
something to behold here, from his
bombastic demeanor to unviable
wardrobe. He’s easily the show
stopper for both Eurovision viewers and any Netflix streamers who
venture though this kooky flick.
A few other nemeses share the
screen too. An unknown saboteur
has it out for Iceland. Government
officials cringe at every one of Fire
Saga’s missteps, all Lars’ fault, of
course. And never underestimate
elves. The rational world might’ve
forgotten the old ways, but Sigrit
knows the true power of her homeland’s lore.
Residing somewhere between
“Anchorman” and “Zoolander,”
“Eurovision” plants its flag in the
over saturation, though it amounts
to a lesser victory. Instead of stomach-clenching laughter, it relies
more on smiles and immersion in
the eccentricities of the characters.
This is a family film for a younger
demo, less likely to convert
Ferrell’s detractors.
Perhaps the most shocking bit is
the original songs created for the
film, the result of enlisting writerproducer Savan Kotecha, who
contributes to Ariana Grande, Ellie
Goulding and Britney Spears,

photo courtesy of Netflix

Rachel McAdams and Will Ferrell are the musical duo Fire Saga in
“Eurovision Song Contest,” a fun parody of the famous international
singing competition.

among
other
big
names.
Particularly,
power
ballad
“Husavik,” or “My Home Town,”
serves as proof that the music is no
laughing matter. Created with
Rickard Göransson and Fatmax
Gsus, this enchanting number best
be considered for an Oscar. It’s
memorable beyond the film’s twohour runtime.
While McAdams doesn’t actually sing the majority of her onscreen song, she’s still a gem here.
Why isn’t she in enough films?
She proves the perfect pairing with
a ridiculous Ferrell. Don’t mistake
that for declaring her the prudish
voice of calm amid Ferrell’s madness. She’s charming and rocks a
fantastic Icelandic accent that’s
more an homage than mocking.
On brand, Ferrell is also a trea-

sure (even when his films flop),
but he’s one part of a memorable
and equally zany cast. Demi
Lovato as a ghost (just watch),
Graham Norton as a bougie version of himself and a host of recognizable faces and cameos pepper the film.
This is premium easy viewing,
the kind of film best enjoyed when
heavier visual experiences feel like
too much (and there’s a lot of that
feeling right now). At minimum,
“Eurovision” exposes a new generation to a piece of European pop
culture likely unknown this side of
the ocean. In the right circumstance, it becomes something more
touching, a delightful bit of popcorn entertainment. Let’s call this a
win for Ferrell and, more so,
McAdams.

Dan Stevens stars as Alexander Lemtov, competition for Fire Saga (Will
Ferrell and Rachel McAdams) in “Eurovision Song Contest.”

Play ball: Major League
Baseball is back

FOLLOW US ON ALL SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS

MORE PHOTOS ON OUR SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS!

The Aug. 20, 1956, issue of the Park Labrea News showed Walter
“Dutch” Ruether, a leading National League pitcher from 1913-36.
Ruether later became a scout for major league teams including the Los
Angeles Dodgers, and lived on Lindenhurst Avenue in Park La Brea.
Major League Baseball began its 60-game, 2020 season on July 23 after
delays due to the COVID-19 pandemic. After the regular season, plans
call for an expanded postseason format featuring 16 teams (eight from
each league), according to mlb.com.

7769 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Hollywood, CA 90046
(323)248-0840
tashmans.com
or shop online at AceHardware.com

If we don’t have your item in stock,
visit AceHardware.com and have it shipped
to our store for pick-up!
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Office use, retail, restaurants allowed
From page 1
door terrace and an enclosed
employee break room on the roof,
the total height is 60 feet. Floors
two and three of the building will
be designated for office space, and
the first floor can be used for office,
restaurant or retail space. No potential tenants have been identified yet,
but medical use is prohibited, and
uses such as a nightclub or car dealership would require a conditional
use permit from the city, according
to Ryan Gohlich, the city’s assistant
director of community development.
It will also include four levels of
subterranean parking to provide 76
spaces – two more than required by
city code – and a truck-loading
space.
The commissioners were generally in support of the project,
though several noted that they
wished this site – which currently is
occupied by a single-story building
and parking lot at the corner of
Wilshire Boulevard and North
Carson Road – could have been
used for a mixed-use project.
“It is exactly this type of property
that we would love to have [as a
mixed-use
building],”
Commissioner Myra Demeter said.
Issac Gabai, managing director
of Lucent Capital and of no affiliation with Gabbay Architects, said
they also had wanted a mixed-use
project, but they could not afford to
hold the property without developing it until the city’s mixed-use
ordinance is decided.
“If the time comes and it makes
sense, we’d happily change to

mixed use, but we don’t have the
holding power to wait and wait
years and sometimes decades,”
Gabai said.
The Planning Commission
approved a mixed-use ordinance
for the city last month, but the City
Council has yet to finalize the ordinance. The council is expected to
consider it later this summer or
early this fall.

“It is exactly
this type of
property that we
would love to
have [as a
mixed-use
building].”
-Beverly Hills Planning
Commissioner Myra Demeter

Some neighbors of the project
were in support, but others, especially those who said they live on
North Carson Road, expressed
concern that the office building
would create problems with traffic,
parking and privacy. One of the
most frequently recurring complaints was that the rooftop area
would be loud or provide views
into the backyards of the homes
that are immediately north of the
project site. The project owner’s
representatives were insistent that

there would be no issues with the
rooftop area.
“I can promise you that the way
this landscaping and the setback is
done, it is almost impossible to look
in anybody’s back yard,” Gabbay,
the architect, said.
The commissioners were pleased
with the developers’ plans for landscaping to be used to prevent views
into nearby residential areas.
“I’m satisfied that people aren’t
going to be looking into other people’s backyards, which is something
I certainly couldn’t support but I
don’t think that’s going to happen
here,” Chair Peter Ostroff said.
Gohlich noted the landscaping
will be reviewed by the city’s
Architectural Commission, as will
the plan to mitigate the light coming
off of the building that might be an
annoyance to neighbors.
“They always pay very close
attention to exterior lighting and
spillage into the surrounding neighborhood,” Gohlich said.
Demeter and Vice Chair Lori
Greene Gordon said they would
like to see transparent acoustic
screens and more visual barriers to
protect the privacy and peace of
neighbors.
“It’s very different when you
have one person enjoying the
evening air and doing some work
outside versus a group of people
congregating and making noise and
perhaps imbibing. I think that
rooftop has to be specified in terms
of the hours, illumination, everything,” Demeter said.
The
other
commissioners

Garcetti project encourages face coverings
On July 22, Mayor Eric Garcetti
launched the L.A. Mask Print
Project, a grassroots initiative to
remind Angelenos to wear a mask
in public through open-source art
in collaboration with local artists
and businesses. This effort kicked
off with three commissioned
posters in English and Spanish
produced pro-bono by Studio
Number One, a Los Angeles creative studio founded by Shepard
Fairey.
“Los Angeles is a creative capital where dreamers from around
the world come to innovate and
create, and we are harnessing that
spirit to save lives during this public health crisis,” Garcetti said.
“The L.A. Mask Print Project will
help us reach even more people
with a clear message: when you
wear a mask, you stop the spread
of COVID-19 and keep everyone
healthy and safe.”
Studio Number One designed
the launch posters pro-bono and
granted the city of Los Angeles
license to distribute the artwork
for non-commercial use. The city
will work with local small businesses to distribute the posters
throughout the city. Residents and
business owners are encouraged to
download and print the artwork for
display in their windows as a way
to inspire one another to wear a
face mask whenever they are outside their home, and build grassroots-level support for this simple
but life-saving act.
“In addition to being one of the
best ways to prevent the spread of
COVID-19, wearing a face mask
is also a sign of respect and selflessness,” artist Shepard Fairey
said. “We are focused on the safety
of our communities and wearing a
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mask shows your commitment to
fighting COVID-19 together.”
The L.A. Mask Print Project
will continue to grow in the coming weeks, with additional artist
collaborations becoming available
for download on the city’s coronavirus website.
“As Mayor Garcetti has emphasized, it’s crucial that we create
clear, engaging messages about
mask use and other strategies to

prevent the spread of COVID-19
in Los Angeles,” said Christopher
Hawthorne, chief design officer
for the city of Los Angeles. “And
who better to help us in that effort
than the city’s artists and designers?”
Anyone interested in participating in this campaign to use public
art for the public good should
reach out to garcetti.reply@lacity.org for more information.

declined to support additional barriers, though they did agree to limit
the rooftop hours to 8 p.m. each day
– 10 p.m. had been proposed – and
prohibit the playing of amplified
music at any time on the roof.
Amir Dar, managing director of
Lucent Capital, said the coronavirus pandemic showed how
important outdoor space can be,
and they were only trying to play
meditative music as ambient noise
that would be half the decibel level
of an air conditioning unit.
“We’re not trying to do anything
up there that will be disruptive.
We’re just trying to mute out the
noise from Wilshire Boulevard, not
create any noise,” Dar said.
Commissioner Thomas Hudnut
said he had a “lack of enthusiasm
for music of any sort” on the roof.
“Air conditioning noise is white
sound, but one person’s taste in
music is another person’s horror
show, so I think if you stay away
from music, you’ll be better off,”
Hudnut said.

The commissioners also pushed
back against Gordon’s request to
require the street-facing portion of
the first floor to be used for a
restaurant, retail or another use
“that will allow the street to be activated,” as the location is only a few
blocks from the subway station at
Wilshire/La Cienega that’s currently under construction.
“This is pretty close to the subway exit, and I think it’s necessary
that we really start planning. If
we’re building a new building, I
think we really have to look at that
as something that is important for
the community that is exiting the
subway,” Gordon said.
The other commissioners were
worried that Gordon’s request
would unfairly limit the developer’s
ability to find renters for the building.
“So if they can’t get a restaurant,
they can’t lease it? I think we’re
getting into the developer’s business, and that’s not our job,”
Commissioner Andy Licht said.

Teenager was struck
unintentionally, police say
From page 1
officers arrived, they were
directed to the victim on the
sidewalk. Paramedics pronounced Estrada dead at the
scene.
Adams estimated between 100
and 200 people were in the
crowd watching the vehicles. A
group of people started fighting
and one pulled out a gun and
started shooting, police said. The
group hurriedly dispersed after
shots were fired, he said.
LAPD officials investigating
the case were notified at approximately 3:45 a.m. the same morning that Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department deputies had
arrested a man believed to be the
gunman. The suspect, Ramon
Roque Monreal, was taken into
custody near 223rd and Figueroa
streets in Carson for an unrelated
offense, and deputies received
information that allegedly linked
him to the shooting, Adams said.
Monreal was in possession of a
firearm, police said. The Los
Angeles
County
District
Attorney’s
Office
charged
Monreal on July 28 with one
count each of murder and attempted murder. He faces 80 years to
life in state prison if convicted.
The defendant has an address
in El Paso, Texas, but detectives
are still determining how long he
had been in Los Angeles. Adams
said he did not know why the
fight started.
“It is my belief that no one
knew each other. There was some
type of dispute about who knows
what,” Adams said. “I don’t
know who the organizers were or
whether it was an individual or a
group. It just seems like they
were all there for the street
takeover. We are investigating
the shooting and the events leading up to it. There were lots of
videos posted on social media.”
Formerly a problem primarily
occurring in South Los Angeles
and the San Fernando Valley,
street takeovers recently became
more frequent citywide. The
takeovers are organized on social
media at high-profile locations.
Crowds show up spontaneously,
leaving police with few options
for preventing or stopping the
takeovers. Many times, police

only know about them when they
receive a call or officers happen
to be nearby.
In the LAPD’s Wilshire
Division, where more street
takeovers have occurred in recent
months, authorities created a program encouraging people to send
police videos. The goal is to identify registered owners of cars and
send letters warning them that
their vehicles were potentially
involved in a crime. Police hope
that will be a deterrent.
The LAPD has a street racing
task force that operates at times
when racing and street takeovers
occur, mostly on weekends. The
task force has a zero-tolerance
approach and arrests are made
and vehicles impounded if they
were involved in street racing or
takeovers. Part of the approach
is to monitor social media in an
attempt to determine when and
where street takeovers will
occur. Officials in Hollywood
are also planning more aggressive enforcement.
“Prior to [last] weekend’s tragic murder, street takeovers had
not been very prevalent in
Hollywood Division. We had
seen them occasionally before the
COVID-19 pandemic, but I cannot remember hearing of any in
Hollywood since about March,”
said Capt. Scot Williams, commanding officer of patrol at the
Hollywood Division. “Obviously,
we do not condone street
takeovers because of the inherent
dangers they pose to spectators,
the damage they cause to our
streets and the traffic congestion
that typically results from them.
Officers
from
Hollywood
Division,
especially
those
assigned to the entertainment district, are proactive in their
enforcement efforts and have
been successful in deterring
large-scale street takeovers
recently. What happened Sunday
morning will only intensify those
enforcement efforts should another group decide they want to take
over the streets of Hollywood.”
Anyone with further information about the alleged murder or
video footage of the street
takeover is urged to call detectives at (213)382-9470.
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Park closures are indefinite, city says Politics in the Park may
From page 1
requirements in all public places in
the city of West Hollywood,” West
Hollywood City Manager Paul
Arevalo wrote in an email.
The two parks were closed, but
dog parks at West Hollywood Park
and William S. Hart Dog Park
remain open to the public.
“The aim in keeping these smaller spaces open is to work as best we
can to provide these amenities in a
safe way,” Arevalo said. “City staff
and sheriff’s personnel will closely
monitor adherence to requirements
for face coverings and social distancing in dog parks and on tennis
courts.”
Arevalo added if there’s a trend
toward lower rates in L.A. County
COVID-19 transmissions, and if
the community adheres to wearing
face coverings and other safety
measures, city staff will examine
the progress and consider reopening
the parks.
Approximately 50% of park
users have failed to comply with
face covering requirements and
physical distancing protocols.
Some people have also altered or
destroyed protective barriers
intended to keep playgrounds
closed, according to a statement
from the city.
Mayor Lindsey Horvath said the
decision was unfortunate but neces-

sary. She also confirmed there were
numerous instances of noncompliance that were particularly egregious, such as an individual who
tore down a protective fence, and an
instance in which a person who was
not wearing a mask aggressively
yelled at a sheriff’s deputy who
offered to provide a free mask and
information on COVID-19.
“People enjoy the parks and it’s
important to have those spaces
open,” Horvath said. “However,
when people refuse to adhere to
safety and health guidelines, it puts
not only themselves at risk but their
neighbors too.”
Park patrons are subject to
administrative citations for not voluntarily using face coverings.
Arevalo added the city has stepped
up enforcement by having sheriff’s
personnel provide education and
issue administrative citations when
people are in noncompliance with
the city’s order.
A first offense is $300. Arevalo
reiterated that the citations are
administrative and not criminal.
Sheriff’s deputies issued 16 citations as of July 28, Arevalo said.
The tennis courts at West
Hollywood Park and Plummer Park
also remain open, but will be strictly monitored. Tennis players not
adhering to health and safety proto-

cols are subject to administrative
citations as well as a one-year suspension of their membership in
iTennis, the city’s organized tennis
program, and court reservation
privileges.
The tennis courts will remain
open depending upon players following strict standards by the L.A.
County Department of Public
Health, and safe-practices issued
by the United States Tennis
Association, International Tennis
Federation and the United States
Professional Tennis Association.
Details on the regulations are
available by visiting weho.org/tennis.
More than 55% of L.A. County
COVID-19 cases are now reported
in individuals under the age of 40.
While cases in that age range have
so far shown to have a general lower
risk of serious illness or death, L.A.
County of Public Health officials
are concerned that younger people
may unknowingly infect others.
“Our
message
in
West
Hollywood is clear: community
members must take personal
responsibility in following face
covering and social (physical) distancing requirements in order to
keep themselves and others safe,”
Arevalo wrote in an email.
For information, visit weho.org.

Cedars-Sinai given $25M for GI, hepatology center

photo courtesy of the Karsh Family Foundation

A $25 million gift from Martha L. Karsh, Bruce A. Karsh and the Karsh
Family Foundation will support innovative research and treatment of
digestive and liver diseases.

On July 21, Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center announced a $25 million gift
from Martha L. Karsh and Bruce A.
Karsh, and the Karsh Family
Foundation, to support the treatment
of digestive and liver diseases and
the advancement of innovative
research. The current Division of

Digestive and Liver Diseases will
be renamed the Karsh Division of
Gastroenterology and Hepatology.
Dr. Shelly C. Lu, who will serve
as director of the division,
described the gift as transformative.
“The Karsh family’s extraordinary pledge of support for our divi-

Beverly Hills expands OpenBH
As the COVID-19 pandemic
continues to restrict indoor operations at businesses throughout
the State, the city of Beverly Hills
is helping merchants more safely
open up their services outdoors
with its OpenBH program.
Through a no-cost special
event permit, businesses in
Beverly Hills can temporarily
offer services or increase existing
outside capacity by expanding
operations into parking lots, the
public right of way (sidewalks)
and even metered parking spaces
(parklets).
The Beverly Hills City Council
approved the creation of the program in June, which included
waiving permit fees and expediting permit issuance. This month,
the City Council expanded the

program to include traffic safety
measures and allow neighboring
businesses to request partial lane
closures and parklets.
Several dozen businesses
across the city have already taken
advantage of this new program,
transforming public spaces into
thoughtful, creative and secure
outdoor destinations.
For more information, including a list of OpenBH businesses
offering outdoor dining and services,
visit
beverlyhills.org/openbh.
To complete an OpenBH special event permit for outdoor dining, retail, salon, fitness or other
services, visit the link above to
apply online, call (3102)85-2408
or email cbh-eventpermits@beverlyhills.org.

sion will further advance our clinical excellence, help train the next
generation of leaders in gastroenterology and hepatology, and establish the division as a leading
research powerhouse,” said Lu, who
holds the Women’s Guild Chair in
Gastroenterology.
U.S. News & World Report currently ranks Cedars-Sinai No. 2 in
the nation for gastroenterology and
GI surgery.
Martha and Bruce Karsh said they
are honored to support Cedars-Sinai.
“It is one of the nation’s premier
medical centers and a vital resource
for the Los Angeles community.
Under Dr. Lu’s leadership, we are
confident that the Division of
Gastroenterology and Hepatology
will continue to provide exceptional
medical care to patients while pursuing research that significantly
advances the understanding of gastrointestinal and liver diseases,”
they said.
This gift from the Karsh Family
Foundation will also enable CedarsSinai leadership to grow and develop
the ranks of its top faculty in liver
and digestive diseases.
“This gift specifically supports the
recruitment of the highest-quality
faculty to provide specialized care in
new and current programs in the division. We will be enriching our gastroenterology fellowship programs to
provide the finest clinical and
research training for development of
the most skilled experts in the field,”
said Dr. Shlomo Melmed, executive
vice president of Academic Affairs
and dean of the Cedars-Sinai medical
faculty and the Helene A. and Philip
E. Hixon Distinguished Chair in
Investigative Medicine.
Founded in 1998 by Bruce and
Martha Karsh, the Karsh Family
Foundation focuses its philanthropy
on supporting educational equity
and opportunity, social welfare and
community health.
Cedars-Sinai is located at 8700
Beverly Blvd. For information, visit
cedars-sinai.org.

move to virtual format
From page 1
The Midnight Mission, one of
the oldest nonprofits serving
those who experience homelessness on Skid Row, has received
donations from Black Women
Lead.
Katya Askar, the manager of
institutional giving at the Midnight
Mission, said the nonprofit was
grateful for the donations. Askar
said although she grew up around
many Black people, she was never
truly educated on the social issues
the Black community faces. Askar
said Black Women Lead events
are an opportunity for people to
learn about different cultures,
issues and the lived-experiences of
others.
“You know the saying ‘it takes
a village to raise a child’,” Aksar
said. “Well, it’s true, it takes a village, like local leaders, community activists and nonprofits, to
solve issues like homelessness.”
Black Women Lead also donated to the Downtown Women’s
Center. Lorena Sanchez, director
of communications for the center,
said it was great to call attention
to the messages presented by
Black Women Lead.
“We do work across L.A.
County. We started off as an
organization on downtown Skid
Row and we work to break down
systemic racism,” she said.
Sanchez said the Black population is approximately 8% in L.A.,
but Black individuals are disproportionately represented in the
number of people who are experiencing homelessness in the city.
Black Women Lead will host
the next Politics in the Park with
George Gascón, who is running
against incumbent Jackie Lacey
for her position as Los Angeles
County District Attorney, and
state Sen. Holly Mitchell (D-Los
Angeles), who is running for Los

Angeles County Supervisor, 2nd
District. The date is yet to be
determined.
Although Politics in the Park
was organized at Pan Pacific
Park, Morton said the next two
events will possibly be held
online because of COVID-19.
Morton added Pan Pacific Park is
an ideal place for rallies, protests,
food drives and more because it’s
located in a more wealthy area of
the city.
“Black people already know
what is going on,” Morton said.
“White people need to know and
white people have to do more.”
Morton said the most important component of the series is
educating people about policies
that support Black women, the
LGBTQ community and minorities.
“I always say Black liberation
is bound with those of my
LGBTQIA brothers and sisters,”
Morton said. “I think that Black
women don’t vote for their lives.
They are selfless. We think about
all the different people. I vote
like my neighbors’ lives are in
danger.”
Morton said Politics in the
Park is a chance to have an
impactful conversation about
serious issues and for politicians
to be transparent about their past
political decisions and who is
donating to their campaigns. She
added it is time for constituents
to hold politicians accountable,
and for politicians to hold themselves accountable.
“Democrats can’t expect the
vote,” Morton added. “The days
of them not being accountable
are over. Let’s change our world,
and our district, together. I am
waging a war [for] transparency.
There’s nothing we can’t do by
having conversations.”

Bond oversight group seeks
budgets for long-term projects
From page 8
to cost a maximum of $32 million.
“Staff will keep the board
informed if the project runs into any
other complications that could
increase costs above this currently
projected amount,” Roach said.
The CBOC also had plenty of
praise for the district.
“Our duty is to look back,” Baron
said. “Things have improved, and
the current board has been a lot
more transparent [than it has been]
in the past. Some of the comments
on [the Measure E report related to]
large expenses and legal expenses
with Metro, the current board has
been more transparent in providing
documentation and stuff than
prior.”
“The money started being spent
well before I joined the CBOC [five
years ago], and over time, the
school district has done a much better job of spending the money efficiently,” added Richard Schreiber, a
member of the audit subcommittee.
Schreiber also praised the addition
of
Team
Concepts
Development Services as the managers of the district’s bond program
in 2017, which has “improved substantially” the construction work,
Schreiber said.

Roach said that TCDS assembled
a quality oversight group for the
district’s “many diverse projects.”
“Don Blake, the principal of
TCDS, has created a team of
experts in various construction
management areas that assist in
keeping our projects on track and
within budget,” Roach said.
Roach also had praise for the
CBOC and the BHUSD community.
“The board appreciates the hard
work of the CBOC and the support
of the community that has made
Measure E and Measure BH possible,” Roach said.

Answers From Page 27
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Crossword Puzzle by Myles Mellor
Across
1. Goes with ahs
4. Billboard category
7. Certain refrigerant, briefly
10. Trigonometric function
12. Ph.D. awarder
14. Milk: Prefix
15. Attempted
17. Female jazz icon James
18. Ramblers and Hornets
19. Fruity bakery buy
22. Chick flick
23. "Lord of the Rings" warriors
27. Itinerary abbr.
28. Grasped
30. "___ Como Va" (1971 Santana hit)
31. "A jealous mistress": Emerson
32. Fruity cream companions
35. Hispanic aunt
37. Baseball score
38. Hamilton's prov.
39. Brit's dessert originally
44. Abbr. on a business letter
45. Lean-___ (sheds)
46. Ham, to Noah
47. Totally
50. Sesame paste
52. Pet with a Hollywood star
54. Fruity desserts
58. Collaborative website
61. Large lake
62. ____ frutti

63. Guinness and porter
64. China related
65. Venus de __
66. Ferdinand, e.g.
67. Poetic dusk
68. Hill person: Abbr.
Down
1. Canada's capital
2. Goes with Bazaar
3. Concealed sharpshooter
4. Remorseful one
5. Opposed
6. Big East team
7. ___ corder
8. Communications authority
9. Price abbr.
11. 1965 Beatle's movie
13. Carpet colorer
14. Role for Angelina
16. Thomas Jefferson, religiously
20. Adrenaline trigger
21. The America's Cup trophy, e.g.
24. Fresh water
25. Worry
26. A Cadillac model
29. Commodities
30. Tributes
32. Anatomic pouch
33. Fighter's org.
34. Wade's challenger
35. Fey of "Mean Girls"

36. Dieter's waist measurement
39. NY collection
40. Sicilian smoker
41. Des ____
42. D.C. in-crowd
43. Incompetent
47. The way things now stand
48. Rich with humor
49. Wound
51. Nile wader

53. Urban blight
55. Singer India.___
56. Diamond complement
57. Many millennia
58. "This means ___!"
59. St. Martin, e.g.
60. Chief

answers on page 26
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